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IEEE Standards

 

 documents are developed within the IEEE Societies and the Standards Coordinating Committees of the
IEEE Standards Association (IEEE-SA) Standards Board. The IEEE develops its standards through a consensus develop-
ment process, approved by the American National Standards Institute, which brings together volunteers representing varied
viewpoints and interests to achieve the final product. Volunteers are not necessarily members of the Institute and serve with-
out compensation. While the IEEE administers the process and establishes rules to promote fairness in the consensus devel-
opment process, the IEEE does not independently evaluate, test, or verify the accuracy of any of the information contained
in its standards.

Use of an IEEE Standard is wholly voluntary. The IEEE disclaims liability for any personal injury, property or other dam-
age, of any nature whatsoever, whether special, indirect, consequential, or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting
from the publication, use of, or reliance upon this, or any other IEEE Standard document.

The IEEE does not warrant or represent the accuracy or content of the material contained herein, and expressly disclaims
any express or implied warranty, including any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a specific purpose, or that
the use of the material contained herein is free from patent infringement. IEEE Standards documents are supplied “

 

AS IS

 

.”

The existence of an IEEE Standard does not imply that there are no other ways to produce, test, measure, purchase, market,
or provide other goods and services related to the scope of the IEEE Standard. Furthermore, the viewpoint expressed at the
time a standard is approved and issued is subject to change brought about through developments in the state of the art and
comments received from users of the standard. Every IEEE Standard is subjected to review at least every five years for revi-
sion or reaffirmation. When a document is more than five years old and has not been reaffirmed, it is reasonable to conclude
that its contents, although still of some value, do not wholly reflect the present state of the art. Users are cautioned to check
to determine that they have the latest edition of any IEEE Standard.

In publishing and making this document available, the IEEE is not suggesting or rendering professional or other services for,
or on behalf of, any person or entity. Nor is the IEEE undertaking to perform any duty owed by any other person or entity to
another. Any person utilizing this, and any other IEEE Standards document, should rely upon the advice of a competent pro-
fessional in determining the exercise of reasonable care in any given circumstances.

Interpretations: Occasionally questions may arise regarding the meaning of portions of standards as they relate to specific
applications. When the need for interpretations is brought to the attention of IEEE, the Institute will initiate action to prepare
appropriate responses. Since IEEE Standards represent a consensus of concerned interests, it is important to ensure that any
interpretation has also received the concurrence of a balance of interests. For this reason, IEEE and the members of its soci-
eties and Standards Coordinating Committees are not able to provide an instant response to interpretation requests except in
those cases where the matter has previously received formal consideration. 

Comments for revision of IEEE Standards are welcome from any interested party, regardless of membership affiliation with
IEEE. Suggestions for changes in documents should be in the form of a proposed change of text, together with appropriate
supporting comments. Comments on standards and requests for interpretations should be addressed to:

Secretary, IEEE-SA Standards Board
445 Hoes Lane
P.O. Box 1331
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331
USA

IEEE is the sole entity that may authorize the use of certification marks, trademarks, or other designations to indicate com-
pliance with the materials set forth herein.

Authorization to photocopy portions of any individual standard for internal or personal use is granted by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., provided that the appropriate fee is paid to Copyright Clearance Center. To
arrange for payment of licensing fee, please contact Copyright Clearance Center, Customer Service, 222 Rosewood Drive,
Danvers, MA 01923 USA; (978) 750-8400. Permission to photocopy portions of any individual standard for educational
classroom use can also be obtained through the Copyright Clearance Center.

Note: Attention is called to the possibility that implementation of this standard may require use of subject mat-
ter covered by patent rights. By publication of this standard, no position is taken with respect to the existence or
validity of any patent rights in connection therewith. The IEEE shall not be responsible for identifying patents
for which a license may be required by an IEEE standard or for conducting inquiries into the legal validity or
scope of those patents that are brought to its attention.
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Introduction to IEEE Std 1802.3-2001

 

[This introduction is not part of IEEE Std 1802.3-2001, IEEE Conformance Test Methodology for IEEE Standards for
Local and Metropolitan Area Networks—Specific Requirements—Part 3: Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Detection (CSMA/CD) Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications.]

 

This standard is part of a family of standards for local and metropolitan area networks. The relationship
between the standard and other members of the family is shown below. (The numbers in the figure refer to
IEEE standard numbers.)

This family of standards deals with the Physical and Data Link layers as defined by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Basic Reference Model
(ISO/IEC 7498-1: 1994). The access standards define seven types of medium access technologies and
associated physical media, each appropriate for particular applications or system objectives. Other types are
under investigation.

The standards defining the technologies noted above are as follows:

• IEEE Std 802

 

Overview and Architecture.

 

 This standard provides an overview to the 
family of IEEE 802 Standards. 

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.1B
and 802.1k
[ISO/IEC 15802-2]

 

LAN/MAN Management.

 

 Defines an OSI management-compatible 
architecture, and services and protocol elements for use in a LAN/MAN 
environment for performing remote management.

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.1D

 

Media Access Control

 

 

 

(MAC) Bridges.

 

 Specifies an architecture and protocol 
for the interconnection of IEEE 802 LANs below the MAC service boundary.

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.1E
[ISO/IEC 15802-4]

 

System Load Protocol.

 

 Specifies a set of services and protocol for those aspects 
of management concerned with the loading of systems on IEEE 802 LANs.

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.1F

 

Common Definitions and Procedures for IEEE 802 Management Information

 

.

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.1G
[ISO/IEC 15802-5]

 

Remote Media Access Control

 

 

 

(MAC) Bridging

 

. Specifies extensions for the 
interconnection, using non-LAN communication technologies, of geographically 
separated IEEE 802 LANs below the level of the logical link control protocol.

• IEEE Std 802.1H
[ISO/IEC TR 11802-5]

 

Media Access Control (MAC) Bridging of Ethernet V2.0 in Local Area 
Networks

 

.

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.2
[ISO/IEC 8802-2]

 

Logical Link Control.

* Formerly IEEE Std 802.1A.
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Conformance test methodology

 

An additional standards series, identified by the number 1802, was established to identify the conformance
test methodology documents for the 802 family of standards. This makes the correspondence between the
various 802 standards and their applicable conformance test requirements readily apparent. Thus the con-
formance test document for 802.3 is numbered 1802.3.

 

IEEE Std 1802.3-2001

 

This standard, IEEE Std 1802.3-2001 is a revision of IEEE Std 1802.3-1991 and IEEE Std 1802.3d-1993.
This standard provides conformance test information to satisfy requirements for certain implementations of
10BASE-T arising from ISO/IEC 8802-3: 2000 (IEEE Std 802.3, 2000 Edition). At the time this standard
was approved, the complete IEEE 802.3 family of standards consisted of the following published
documents:

ISO/IEC 8802-3: 2000 (IEEE Std 802.3, 2000 Edition)

 

Information on the current revision state of this, IEEE Std 802.3 and other IEEE 802 standards may be obtained from
Secretary, IEEE Standards Board
P.O. Box 1331
445 Hoes Lane
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, USA

IEEE 802 committee working documents are available from
IEEE Draft Service
P.O. Box 1331
445 Hoes Lane
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, USA

http://standards.ieee.org/

 

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.3

 

CSMA/CD Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications.

 

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.4
[ISO/IEC 8802-4]

 

Token Passing Bus Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications.

 

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.5
[ISO/IEC 8802-5]

 

Token Ring Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications.

 

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.6
[ISO/IEC 8802-6]

 

Distributed Queue Dual Bus Access Method and Physical Layer 
Specifications.

 

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.10

 

Interoperable LAN/MAN Security.

 

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.11
[ISO/IEC DIS 8802-11]

 

Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer 
Specifications.

 

• ANSI/IEEE Std 802.12
[ISO/IEC 8802-12]

 

Demand Priority Access Method, Physical Layer and Repeater 
Specifications.

 

In addition to the family of standards, the following is a recommended practice for a common Physical
Layer technology:

• IEEE Std 802.7

 

IEEE Recommended Practice for Broadband Local Area Networks.
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IEEE Conformance Test Methodology for 
IEEE Standards for Local and Metropolitan 
Area Networks—

Specific Requirements—Part 3: Carrier Sense 
Multiple Access with Collision Detection 
(CSMA/CD) Access Method and Physical 
Layer Specifications

1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose

This standard defines abstract methods for the conformance testing of 802.3 Clause 14 (10BASE-T MAU)

implementations in order to satisfy conformance requirements arising from ISO/IEC 8802-31

[IEEE Std 802.3].  Such methods will form the basis for any subsequent development of executable test

cases.

1.2 Scope

The conformance test suite is intended to detect incorrect implementations of Clause 14 (10BASE-T MAU)

of the ISO/IEC 8802-3 standard [IEEE Std 802.3] with the exception of the options that have been added to

Clause 14 since the publication of 1996 edition of ISO/IEC 8802-3 [IEEE Std 802.3]. The Clause 14 options

excluded from this conformance test suite are support for Auto-Negotiation and full-duplex operation. The

test suite should demonstrate conformance to Clause 14 of the ISO/IEC 8802-3 standard [IEEE Std 802.3].

However, the user should be made aware of Section 1.3, paragraph 2, of the IEEE Standards Manual,

December 1990 edition (Conformance of Products or Systems to IEEE Standards):

IEEE Standards may contain testing procedures useful in determining whether products or systems are in

compliance with the standards. Compliance in itself does not necessarily imply quality or guarantee proper

use. Where IEEE Standards are used as the basis of examination and/or testing of products or systems by

laboratories or other agencies in the process of determining their suitability for their intended use and safe

operation, the IEEE assumes no responsibility for the use or interpretation of its standards or the adequacy of

the testing or certification.

The test setups and procedure described in this standard are designed to provide the implementor with a

methodology for obtaining repeatable results by which conformance can be judged. However, these method-

ologies are by no means unique. This standard does not preclude the use of alternative methodologies

provided that an equivalence between the prescribed methodology and the alternative methodology can be

demonstrated.

1Information on references can be found in 1.8.
Copyright © 2001 IEEE. All rights reserved. 1
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It is acknowledged that conformance testing may need to be augmented by other testing (i.e., interoperabil-

ity or development testing). Such testing is beyond the scope of this standard. It is possible, on the other

hand, that an implementation may be interoperable with other implementations but not satisfy conformance

testing.

Finally the reader should note that no environmental specifications appear in the test suite. A prudent vendor

should ensure that the implementation operates as intended throughout the vendor s specified environmental

range before claiming conformance.

1.3 Acronyms and abbreviations

ANSI American National Standards Institute

ATS abstract test suite

AUI attachment unit interface

AWG arbitrary waveform generator

BAL balanced-unbalanced matching transformer (Balun)

BT bit time

CI control in circuit

CP current probe

CO control out circuit

CSMA/CD carrier sense multiple access/collision detect

dB decibels

DI data in circuit

DIS draft international standard

DP differential probe

DO data out circuit

DTE data terminal equipment

FG function generator

HDP high-performance differential probe

IDL idle signal

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

ISO International Organization for Standardization

IUT implementation under test

kHz kilohertz

LTPG link test pulse generator

MAC media access control

MAU medium attachment unit

Mb/s megabits per second

MDI medium dependent interface

MHz megahertz

OSI open systems interconnection

PG protective ground

PICS protocol implementation conformance statement

PIXIT protocol implementation extra information for testing
2 Copyright © 2001 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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PLS physical signaling

RD receive data

RM reference model

SFD start frame delimiter

SOI start of idle

SQE signal_quality_error

TBD to be defined

TD transmit data

TPG test pattern generator

TPM twisted-pair model

VP voltage plus

VC voltage common

1.4 Overview

Clause 6 of this standard is organized into two main subclauses. These subclauses are as follows:

a) Abstract test suite. This is comprised of two categories of test groups. The first category involves

basic interconnection testing; the second concerns capability and behavior testing. Within both cate-

gories are a number of test groups, where each group is aimed at collecting individual test cases that

share some communality in features tested or test methods used. The format of this standard is

meant to be consistent with guidelines for ISO Conformance Test Methodology. The reader is

advised to review ISO/IEC 9646. 

b) Test setups and adapters description. This subclause describes the test setups, adapters, and

instruments used in the abstract test suite.

1.5 Test case header description

Each test case is written in a standard format. This subclause defines the various fields of the standard for-

mat.

Test Case ID : Identification number given to the test case. See 1.6 for encoding of the test case identi-

fications.

Test Case Name : Name assigned to the test case.

Status : Indicates level of conformance required. May be Mandatory or Optional. Mandatory

requirements are to be observed in all cases. Optional requirements are to be observed

when conditions set out in the standard apply.

Standard Ref. : Clause of ISO/IEC 8802-3 [IEEE Std 802.3] standard.

History : Additional reference to approved revisions to the standard.

Test Purpose : Purpose(s) of the test case.

Note : Additional information may be provided in this section.

Test Setup : This section describes the test setup. The detailed test setup is defined in each conform-

ance test section.
Copyright © 2001 IEEE. All rights reserved. 3
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Test Procedure : This section describes the test procedure.

Conformance : Statement of conformance requirement, usually quoted directly from the standard.

1.6 Numbering scheme 

This is the test-case numbering scheme as used by the ISO/IEC 8802-3 [IEEE Std 802.3] conformance test

specifications. Some of the evolving test suites and their corresponding numbers are given as follows:

MAC 2111

PLS 1311

AUI cable 1211

10BASE5 MAU 1111

10BASE-T MAU 1411

The form is as follows:

ABCD.EF.GH

where

A Layer

B Sublayer Reference

C Class or Access Method

D. Transmission Variant or Classification

EF. Test Group Number

GH Test Case Number

Example: 1411.07.01 refers to test case 01 in test group 07 of the test suite for the CSMA/CD physical layer

testing 10BASE-T MAU component.

1411.EF.GH 

where

1 = Physical layer

4 = 10BASE-T MAU

1 = CSMA/CD (medium independent)

1 = 10 Mb/s

1.7 Verdict assignment

It is recognized that a conformance verdict may depend on the accuracy of a test measurement and the capa-

bilities of an instrument. The abstract test procedure does not specify accuracy requirements. An executable

test suite derived from the abstract test suite shall state the accuracy of each measurement in a test case. The

verdict shall be inconclusive if derived without the necessary measurement accuracy.
4 Copyright © 2001 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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1.8 References

This standard shall be used with the following publications. When the following publications are superseded

by an approved revision, the revision shall apply.

ISO 7498:1984, Information Processing Systems — Open Systems Interconnection — Basic Reference

Model.2 

ISO/IEC 9646:1994, Information processing systems — Open systems interconnection — OSI conformance

testing methodology and framework.

ISO/IEC 8802-3:2000 [IEEE Std 802.3, 2000 Edition], Information Technology — Local and Metropolitan

Area Networks — Part 3: Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Access

Method and Physical Layer Specifications.3

IEC 60060, High-Voltage Test Techniques.4

IEC 60096-1:1986, Radio-Frequency Cables, Part 1: General Requirements and Measuring Methods. 

IEC 600950:1991, Safety of Information Technology Equipment, Including Electrical BusinessEquipment.

IEC 60603-7:1999, Connectors for Frequencies Below 3 MHz for Use with Printed Boards, Part 7: Detail

Specification for Connectors, 8-way, Including Fixed and Free Connectors with Common Mating Features,

with Assessed Quality.

IEC 60807-2:1985 (1st Edition), Rectangular Connectors for Frequncies Below 3 MHz, Part 2: Detail Spec-

ification for a Range of Connectors with Round Contacts — Fixed Solder Contact Types.

2. MAC conformance testing

Clause 2 was originally reserved for MAC conformance testing. No further work is planned on this standard.

3. PLS conformance testing

Clause 3 was originally reserved for PLS conformance testing. No further work is planned on this standard.

4. AUI Cable conformance testing

Clause 4 originally contained information on AUI Cable conformance testing. No further work is planned on

this standard.

2ISO publications are available from the ISO Central Secretariat, Case Postale 56, 1 rue de Varemb , CH-1211, Gen ve 20, Switzer-

land/Suisse (http://www.iso.ch/). ISO publications are also available in the United States from the Sales Department, American

National Standards Institute, 11 West 42nd Street, 13th Floor, New York, NY 10036, USA (http://www.ansi.org/).
3IEEE publications are available from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Piscataway,

NJ 08855-1331, USA (http://standards.ieee.org/).
4In the 2001 edition of this standard, IEC publications have been renumbered in accordance with IEC s revised numbering system. In

1997, all existing publications were issued a designation in the 60000 series. Thus IEC 60 became IEC 60060, IEC 950 became

IEC 60950, etc. IEC publications are available from the Sales Department of the International Electrotechnical Commission, Case

Postale 131, 3, rue de Varemb , CH-1211, Gen ve 20, Switzerland/Suisse (http://www.iec.ch/). IEC publications are also available in

the United States from the Sales Department, American National Standards Institute, 11 West 42nd Street, 13th Floor, New York,

NY 10036, USA.
Copyright © 2001 IEEE. All rights reserved. 5
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5. 10BASE5 MAU conformance testing

Clause 5 was originally reserved for 10BASE5 MAU conformance testing. No further work is planned on

this standard.

6. Type 10BASE-T MAU conformance test methodology

6.1 Scope of 10BASE-T MAU conformance test

The purpose of this clause is to define abstract methods for the conformance testing of 10BASE-T MAU

implementations in order to satisfy conformance requirements arising from the 10BASE-T MAU specifica-

tion (Clause 14 of ISO/IEC 8802-3) with the exception of the options that have been added to Clause 14

since the publication of 1996 edition of ISO/IEC 8802-3 [IEEE Std 802.3]. The Clause 14 options excluded

from this conformance test suite are support for Auto-Negotiation and full-duplex operation however full

coverage of operation at the MDI is provided. Such methods will form the basis for any subsequent develop-

ment of executable test cases. This standard is applicable to the conformance testing of CSMA/CD

10BASE-T MAU (hereafter referred to as MAU) implementations that have been designed to Clause 14 of

ISO/IEC 8802-3. Additional information about the implementation under test may be found in the Protocol

Implementation Extra Information for Testing (PIXIT).

6.1.1 Embedded MAUs

Many of these tests do not apply to embedded MAUs where the physical AUI does not exist. In those cases,

other standards may apply.

6.2 10BASE-T MAU abstract test suite

This is comprised of one category of test groups. The category relates to capability testing. Within this cate-

gory are a number of test groups, where each group is aimed at collecting individual test cases together that

share some commonality in features tested or test methods used. The MAU test method is Local Single as

per ISO/IEC 9646. The format for the test case headers follows the outline of 1.5, with the addition of a

PICS Reference:  line that cross-references the test case to a particular PICS subclause/item of ISO/IEC

8802-3 [IEEE Std 802.3].

Test Suite ID : 1411

Test Suite Name : 10BASE-T MAU Abstract Tests

Applicable Standards : ISO/IEC 8802-3

OSI RM Layer : Physical

OSI RM Sublayer : Medium Attachment Unit (MAU)

Class or Access : CSMA/CD

Transmission Type : 10BASE-T

Purpose : To assess conformance of the physical interface to applicable standards.

General Setup : Unless otherwise stated in individual test procedures, all tests shall start

with Apply power to the MAU and bring the MAU into Link Test Pass

State.  In addition, all tests requiring the application of power to the

MAU via the AUI shall be performed with 11.28 V applied through a

3.5 Ω 1% resistor to the VP circuit of the MAU and with 15.75 V applied

through no series resistor to the VP circuit of the MAU, unless otherwise

stated. For both voltage levels, all stray wiring and connection resistance

for both the VP circuit and the VC circuit combined shall be limited to a

maximum of 0.405 Ω excluding the resistance of conformant AUI con-

nector connections at the source and MAU ends. All AUI applied
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voltages are with reference to circuit VC.

When required, the MAU can be verified to be in a Link Test Fail state

by monitoring the DI circuit for input_idle messages and the TD circuit

for TD_idle messages.

6.2.1 Capability and behavior tests

6.2.1.1 Test group 1411.01 — transmit functions

Test Group ID : 1411.01

Test Group Name : Transmit functions.

Test Group Purpose : To verify the characteristics of the Transmit function.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.01.01

Test Case Name : Transmit signal polarity.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.2/1, 14.10.4.5.2/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the polarity of the TD circuit signals in relation to the DO cir-

cuit signals.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DO circuit

and the TD circuit for correct logical sense after the initial bit-loss time

and before the start of idle of a packet transmission.

Conformance : The MAU shall receive the signals on the DO circuit and send them to

the TD circuit of the MDI. A positive signal on the A lead relative to the

B lead of the DO circuit shall result in a positive signal on the TD+

(Transmit Data +) lead of the MDI with respect to the TD– lead.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.01.02

Test Case Name : Transmit start-up bit loss.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.2/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the number of bits received on the DO circuit and not transmit-

ted on the TD circuit.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DO circuit

and TD circuit. Measure the number of bits received on the DO circuit

and not transmitted onto the TD circuit using the Start Frame Delimiter

(SFD) for reference.

Conformance : At the start of a packet transmission, no more than 2 bits may be received

by the MAU from the DO circuit and not transmitted on the TD circuit.

It is permissible for the first bit sent to contain phase violations or invalid

amplitude.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.01.03

Test Case Name : Transmit settling time.
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Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.2/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the timing and signal level of the second bit cell transmitted.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DO circuit

and TD circuit. Observe the second and subsequent bits on the TD

circuit.

Conformance : The second bit transmitted on the TD circuit shall be transmitted with the

correct timing and signal levels.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.01.04

Test Case Name : Transmit steady-state delay.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.2/5

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the propagation delay between the DO circuit and the TD

circuit.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DO circuit

and TD circuit. Measure the propagation delay from a bit s zero crossing

on the DO circuit to the corresponding bit s zero crossing on the TD cir-

cuit using the SFD for reference.

Conformance : The steady-state propagation delay between the DO circuit input and the

TD circuit shall not exceed 2 bit times.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.01.05

Test Case Name : Transmit delay variability.

Status : MANDATORY.

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.2/6

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the start-up delay variability between two packets.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signals 2a–f to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DO

circuit and TD circuit. Measure the start-up delay (bit loss plus steady-

state propagation delay) for a packet and the subsequent packet. Repeat

the test 100 times to determine the largest variability.

Conformance : For any two packets that are separated by 9.6 µs or less, the start-up delay

(bit loss plus steady-state propagation delay) of the first packet shall not

exceed that of the second packet by more than 2 bit times.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.01.06

Test Case Name : TP_IDL, silence duration and silence voltage.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.2/7, 14.10.4.5.2/8
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History :

Test Purpose : To verify the timing of the TP_IDL signal.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the TD circuit.

Measure the period of silence between the start of TP_IDL and the link

test pulse. Measure the time between repeating link test pulses.

Conformance : Whenever data is not being transmitted on the TD circuit, an idle signal,

TP_IDL, shall be transmitted on the TD circuit. TP_IDL is a start of idle

as defined in 14.3.1.2.1 followed by a repeating sequence of a 16 ms

± 8 ms period of silence (the time where the differential voltage remains

at 0 mV ± 50 mV) and a link test pulse (see 14.3.1.2.1).

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.01.07

Test Case Name : TP_IDL signal termination with respect to start of packet and link test

pulse.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.2/9

History :

Test Purpose : To verify correct termination of the TP_IDL signal.

Note : This test case is considered untestable. It is not practical to measure and

is not considered critical. Even though testing for compliance is not prac-

tical, conformance to the standard, by design, is the responsibility of the

manufacturer with compliance status to be noted in the PICS.

Test Setup :

Test Procedure :

Conformance : Transmission of TP_IDL may be terminated at any time with respect to

the link test pulse. It shall be terminated such that no more than the first

transmitted bit of a packet is corrupted and with no more delay than is

specified for bit loss and steady-state propagation.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.2 Test group 1411.02 — receive functions

Test Group ID : 1411.02

Test Group Name : Receive Functions.

Test Group Purpose : To verify the characteristics of the Receive Function.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.02.01

Test Case Name : Receive start-up bit loss.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.3/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the number of bits received on the RD circuit and not transmit-

ted on the DI circuit.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup L.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU. Monitor the RD

circuit and DI circuit on the MAU under test. Measure the number of bits

received on the RD circuit of the MAU under test and not transmitted on

the DI circuit of the MAU under test using the SFD for reference.

Conformance : At the start of a packet reception from the RD circuit, no more than 5 bits
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may be received from the RD circuit and not transmitted onto the DI

circuit.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.02.02

Test Case Name : Receive steady-state delay.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference  14.2.1.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.3/5

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the propagation delay from the RD circuit to the DI circuit.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup L.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU. Monitor the DI

circuit and RD circuit on the MAU under test. Measure the propagation

delay between a bit s zero crossing on the RD circuit of the MAU under

test and the corresponding bit s zero crossing on the DI circuit of the

MAU under test using the SFD for reference.

Conformance : The steady-state propagation delay between the RD circuit and the DI

circuit shall not exceed 2 bit times.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.02.03

Test Case Name : Receive signal polarity.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.3/1, 14.10.4.5.3/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the polarity of the DI circuit signals in relation to the RD circuit

signals.

Note :

Test setup : Test setup L

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU. Monitor the DI

circuit and RD circuit signals on the MAU under test for correct logical

sense after the initial bit-loss time and before the start of idle of the

packet.

Conformance : The MAU shall receive the signals on the RD circuit of the MDI and send

them to the DI circuit. A positive signal on the RD+ (Receive Data +)

lead relative to the RD– lead of the MDI shall result in a positive signal

on the A lead with respect to the B lead of the DI circuit.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.02.04

Test Case Name : Receive delay variability.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.3/6

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the start-up delay between two packets.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup H.

Test Procedure : Apply test signals 24a—f to the RD circuit of the MAU under test. Mon-

itor the DI circuit and RD circuit signals. Measure how much the start-up

delay (bit loss plus steady-state propagation delay) exceeds the delay of

the subsequent packet. Repeat the test 100 times and note the worst-case
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value.

Conformance : For any two packets that are separated by 9.6 s or less, the start-up delay

(bit loss plus steady-state propagation delay) of the first packet shall not

exceed that of the second packet by more than 2 bit times.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.02.05

Test Case Name : Receive settling time.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.3/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the timing and signal level of the second bit transmitted.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup L.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU. Monitor the DI

circuit and RD circuit on the MAU under test. Observe the second and

subsequent bits on the DI circuit of the MAU under test.

Conformance : It is permissible for the first bit sent on the DI circuit to contain phase

violations or invalid data; however all successive bits of the packet shall

be sent with no more than the amount of jitter specified in 14.3.1.3.1.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.3 Test group 1411.03 — loopback functions

Test Group ID : 1411.03

Test Group Name : Loopback functions.

Test Group Purpose : To verify the functional characteristics of the Loopback function.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.03.01

Test Case Name : Loopback function when RD = idle and DO = active.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.4/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the loopback function requirements when RD is idle and DO is

active.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DI circuit.

Conformance : When the MAU is transmitting on the TD circuit and is not receiving

RD_input messages on the RD circuit, the MAU shall transmit on the DI

circuit the signals received on the DO circuit in order to provide loopback

of the transmitted signal.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.03.02

Test Case Name : Loopback bit loss (DO to DI circuits).

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.4/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the number of bits transmitted on the DO circuit and not re-

ceived on the DI circuit.
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Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DI circuit

and DO circuit. Measure the number of bits received on the DO circuit

and not transmitted on the DI circuit using the SFD for reference.

Conformance : At the start of a packet transmission on the TD circuit, no more than 5

bits of information may be received from the DO circuit and not trans-

mitted to the DI circuit.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.03.03

Test Case Name : Loopback steady-state delay.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.4/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the propagation delay from the DO circuit to the DI circuit.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DI circuit

and DO circuit. Measure the propagation delay from a bit s zero crossing

on the DO circuit to the corresponding bit s zero crossing on the DI cir-

cuit using the SFD for reference.

Conformance : The steady-state propagation delay between the DO circuit and the DI

circuit shall not exceed 1 BT.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.03.04

Test Case Name : Loopback settling time.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.4/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the timing and signal level of the second bit cell transmitted.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DI circuit

and DO circuit signals. Observe the second and subsequent bits of the DI

circuit data.

Conformance : It is permissible for the first bit sent on the DI circuit to contain phase vi-

olations or invalid data; however, all successive bits of the packet shall

meet the jitter specified in 14.3.1.3.1 (that is, 13.5 ns + 1.5 ns).
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_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.4 Test group 1411.04 — collision functions

Test Group ID : 1411.04

Test Group Name : Collision functions.

Test Group Purpose : To verify the functional characteristics of the collision function.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.04.01

Test Case Name : No collision state.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.5/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the presence and the signal characteristics of IDL on the CI cir-

cuit when there is no collision, SQE test, or jabber.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup M.

Test Procedure : Monitor the CI circuit of the MAU under test.

(1) Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU and IDL

to the DO circuit of the MAU under test.

(2) Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test and

IDL to the DO circuit of the tester MAU.

Verify that CI is asserting IDL while DI is active.

 Conformance : The signal present on the CI circuit in the absence of a collision, SQE

test, or jabber shall be the IDL signal.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.04.02

Test Case Name : Collision state.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.4 

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.5/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the presence and the signal characteristics of CS0 on the CI cir-

cuit when there is a collision.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup O.

Test Procedure : Monitor the CI circuit, DO circuit, and TD circuit of the MAU under test.

(1) Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU. Apply

test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test to create a

collision. Verify on the MAU under test that the signals on the

DO circuit appear on the TD circuit and that CS0 is present on

the CI circuit (see Figure 6-1a).

(2) Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test. Ap-

ply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU to create a

collision. Verify on the MAU under test that the signals on the

DO circuit appear on the TD circuit and that CS0 is present on

the CI circuit (see Figure 6-1b).

Conformance : While a collision is detected, a CS0 signal [see 7.3.1.2 of ISO/IEC

8802- 3 (IEEE Std 802.3) ] shall be sent on the CI circuit.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.04.03

Test Case Name : Collision indication delay.
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Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.5/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the delay between the collision start and the collision presence

state indicated on CI circuit.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup O.

Test Procedure : Monitor the CI circuit, DO circuit, and RD circuit of the MAU under test.

(1) Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU. Apply

test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test to create a

collision. Measure the delay from collision start (application of

the second test signal on the DO circuit of the MAU under test)

to commencement of the CS0 signal on the CI circuit (see

Figure 6-1a).

(2) Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test.

Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU to create

a collision. Measure the delay from collision start (appearance

of the second test signal on the RD circuit of the MAU under

test) to commencement of the CS0 signal on the CI circuit (see

Figure 6-1b).

Conformance : The CS0 signal shall be presented to the CI circuit no more than 9 bit

times after the occurrence of a collision.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.04.04

Test Case Name : Collision indication deassert delay.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.5/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the cessation of the CS0 signal after the collision condition is

removed.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup O.

Test Procedure : Monitor the CI circuit, DO circuit, and RD circuit of the MAU under test.

(1) Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU. Apply

test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test to create a

collision. Monitor the CI circuit for the presence of the CS0 sig-

nal. Stop the application of the test signal on the DO circuit of

the tester MAU. Measure the time from the last transition of the

test signal on the RD circuit of the MAU under test until the

CS0 signal on the CI circuit stops (see Figure 6-1a).

(2) Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test. Ap-

ply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU to create a

collision. Monitor the CI circuit for the presence of the CS0 sig-

nal. Stop the application of the test signal on the DO circuit of

the MAU under test. Measure the time from the last transition

of the test signal on the DO circuit of the MAU under test until

the CS0 signal on the CI circuit stops (see Figure 6-1b).

Conformance : The CS0 signal on the CI circuit shall be deasserted within 9 bit times

after the DO circuit or the RD circuit changes from active to idle.
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a) Test signal applied to tester MAU, then MAU under test

MAU
Under Test

RD

DO

TD

CI

Test Signal #1

CS0

Collision Indication Delay

MAU
Under Test

DO

TD

RD

CI

Test Signal #1

CS0

Collision Indication Delay

Collision Deassert Delay

Collision Deassert Delay

Circuit

Circuit

b) Test signal applied to MAU under test, then tester MAU

Figure 6-1 — Test signal application timing for collision functions
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_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.04.05

Test Case Name : DI circuit source switch delay from CS0 assert.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.5/5

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the delay between the start of collision and the presence of RD

data on the DI circuit.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup M.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 19a to the DO circuit of the MAU under test. Monitor

the CI circuit and DI circuit of the MAU under test. Apply test signal 19b

to the DO circuit of the tester MAU at least 65 BT after the test signal on

the MAU under test is applied to create a collision. Monitor the CI circuit

for the presence of the CS0 signal. Measure the delay between the asser-

tion of CS0 and commencement of input on the DI circuit corresponding

to the test signal applied to the tester MAU. The signals applied to the

DO circuit of the tester MAU and the DO circuit of the MAU under test

are different to facilitate differentiation between DO loopback and RD.

Conformance : When CS0 is asserted on the CI circuit due to a collision, the data on the

RD circuit shall be sent to the DI circuit within 9 bit times.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.04.06

Test Case Name : DI circuit source switch delay from CS0 deassert.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.5/6

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the delay between the end of collision and the presence of DO

data on the DI circuit.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup M.

Test Procedure : Apply the test signal 19a to the DO circuit of the MAU under test. Mon-

itor the CI circuit, RD circuit and DI circuit of the MAU under test. Ap-

ply test signal 19b to the DO circuit of the tester MAU at least 65 BT after

the test signal on the MAU under test is applied to create a collision.

Monitor the CI circuit for the presence of the CS0 signal. After CS0 is

asserted, stop transmitting on the DO circuit of the tester MAU. Measure

the delay between idle on the RD circuit (14.2.2.5) and the presence of

the DO circuit test signal on the DI circuit. The signals applied to the DO

circuit of the tester MAU and the DO circuit of the MAU under test are

different to facilitate differentiation between RD circuit data and DO

loopback.

Conformance : When the RD circuit changes from active to idle and data is present on

the DO circuit, the data on the DO circuit shall be sent to the DI circuit

within 9 bit times.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.5 Test group 1411.05 — SQE test functions

Test Group ID : 1411.05

Test Group Name : Signal_quality_error Message (SQE) Test functions.

Test Group Purpose : To verify the functional characteristics of the SQE test functions.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.05.01

Test Case Name : SQE_test_timer range.

Status : CONDITIONAL (SQE Test function shall be performed by MAUs con-

nected to DTEs and shall not be performed for MAUs connected to re-

peaters).

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.5

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.6/3, 14.10.4.5.6/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the duration of the SQE Test state after the end of a frame

transmission.

Note : Duration of CS0 is between first excursion outside 0 mV ± 40 mV and

the last positive transition.

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the CI circuit.

Measure duration of the CS0 signal on the CI circuit.

Conformance : The MAU shall send CS0 on the CI circuit for a time SQE_test  begin-

ning a time SQE_test_wait  after the last positive transition on the DO

circuit. The value of SQE_test  shall be 10 bit ± 5 bit times.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.05.02

Test Case Name : SQE_test_wait_timer range.

Status : CONDITIONAL (SQE Test function shall be performed by MAUs

connected to DTEs and shall not be performed for MAUs connected to

repeaters).

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.5

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.6/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the duration of the SQE Test Wait state after the end of a frame

transmission.

Note : Duration of CS0 is between first excursion outside 0 mV ± 40 mV and

the last positive transition.

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DO circuit

and CI circuit. Measure time delay between the last positive transition of

the data on the DO circuit and the assertion of CS0 on the CI circuit.

Conformance : The MAU shall send CS0 on the CI circuit beginning a time

SQE_test_wait  after the last positive transition of a packet on the DO

circuit. The value of SQE_test_wait  shall be between 0.6 µs and

1.6 µs.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.05.03

Test Case Name : SQE Test function interference.

Status : CONDITIONAL (SQE Test function shall be performed by MAUs

connected to DTEs and shall not be performed for MAUs connected to

repeaters).

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.5

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.6/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the effect of the SQE Test function on the TD and DI circuits.

Note : Extraneous signal on the TD circuit is defined to be greater than ±50 mV;

extraneous signal on the DI circuit is defined to be greater than ±40 mV.

Test Setup : Test setup B.
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Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DI circuit

and TD circuit for 3 µs after the end of frame transmission.

Conformance : This function should not introduce extraneous signals on the TD circuit

or the DI circuit.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.05.04

Test Case Name : SQE Test function in link fail state.

Status : CONDITIONAL (SQE Test function shall be performed by MAUs

connected to DTEs and shall not be performed for MAUs connected to

repeaters).

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.5

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.6/5

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that the SQE Test function does not transmit a CS0 signal when

MAU is in a Link Test Fail state.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup N.

Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU under test. Monitor the AUI CI circuit of the

MAU under test. Wait for 151 ms then apply test signal 1 to the DO cir-

cuit of the MAU under test. Check that the MAU is in a Link Test Fail

state. Verify that CS0 is not asserted on the CI circuit for at least 3.1 µs.

Conformance : The CS0 signal shall not be sent by the SQE Test function while in any

of the Link Test Fail states.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.6 Test group 1411.06 —jabber functions

Test Group ID : 1411.06

Test Group Name : Jabber functions.

Test Group Purpose : To verify the functional characteristics of the jabber functions.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.06.01

Test Case Name : Xmit_max_timer range.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.7/2, 14.10.4.5.7/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that jabber transmission inhibit starts within the time required.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup C.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 3a to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DI cir-

cuit, TD circuit, and CI circuit. Check that the TD circuit and DI circuit

signals are present up to 20 ms following the application of the input sig-

nal and that they are absent after 150 ms following the application of the

input. Check that CS0 is asserted on the CI circuit after the 150 ms time

period. Repeat the same procedure using test signal 3b.

Conformance : The MAU shall provide a window xmit_max  during which time the

Transmit function may continuously transmit TD_ output messages to

the TD circuit. The value of xmit_max  shall be between 20 ms and

150 ms. If a transmission exceeds this duration, the Jabber function shall

inhibit the Loopback function and the transmission of TD_output mes-

sages by the Transmit function and shall send the CS0 signal on the CI

circuit.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.06.02

Test Case Name : Jabber reset.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.7/1, 14.10.4.5.7/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the jabber function reset mechanism.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup C.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 3a to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DI cir-

cuit, TD circuit, and CI circuit. When jabber is indicated (signals no

longer present on the DI and TD circuits and CS0 is asserted on the CI

circuit), stop the test signal. Wait 249 ms from when the test signal is

stopped and verify that CS0 is still present on the CI circuit and that no

signals are present on the TD circuit and DI circuit. Wait an additional

502 ms and verify that CS0 is no longer asserted on the CI circuit. Repeat

the above procedure using test signal 3b.

Conformance : If a transmission exceeds xmit_max  the jabber function shall inhibit

the Loopback function and the transmission of TD_output messages by

the Transmit function and shall send the CS0 signal on the CI circuit.

This shall continue until output_idle has been continuously present on

the DO circuit for a time unjab . The value of unjab  shall be 0.5 s

± 0.25 s.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.06.03

Test Case Name : Jabber lockup protection.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.7/5

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the MAU jabber lockup protection.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 26 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the TD cir-

cuit. Verify that the MAU does not enter jabber by verifying that the TD

circuit remains active.

Conformance : The MAU shall not activate its Jabber function when the repeater s MAU

Jabber Lockup Protection function operates at its longest permitted time

as specified in 9.6.5.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.7 Test group 1411.07 — link integrity test functions

Test Group ID : 1411.07

Test Group Name : Link Integrity Test functions.

Test Group Purpose : To verify the functional characteristics of the link integrity test functions.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.07.01

Test Case Name : Link loss timer.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.7
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PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.8/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the value of the link_loss  timer.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 4 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DI circuit

and TD circuit. Stop applying the link test pulses to the RD circuit. Mea-

sure the time from the last link test pulse to the loss of loopback on the

DI circuit.

Conformance : If neither RD_input nor a link test pulse is received for a time

link_loss , the MAU shall enter the Link Test Fail state and cause the

input_idle message to be sent on the DI circuit and the TD_idle message

to be sent on the TD circuit (Figure 14-6 of ISO/IEC 8802-3 [IEEE Std

802.3]). The value of link_loss  shall be between 50 ms and 150 ms.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.07.02

Test Case Name : Acceptance range for consecutive link test pulses.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.7

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.8/6, 14.10.4.5.8/7

History :

Test Purpose : To verify acceptance range for consecutive link test pulses.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU. Stop applying the link test pulses to the RD

circuit. Check that the MAU is in a Link Test Fail state. Monitor the DO

circuit and DI circuit. Apply a test signal consisting of 11 link test pulses

that are spaced 7.1 ms apart to the RD circuit of the MAU. Apply test sig-

nal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Verify loopback presence on the DI

circuit. Repeat the test procedure with 24 ms spacing between link test

pulses.

Conformance : Only link test pulses that occur within time link_test_max  of each oth-

er shall be considered consecutive. The value of link_ test_max  shall

be between 25 ms and 150 ms. In addition, detected pulses that occur

within a time link_test_min  of a previous pulse or packet shall be ig-

nored while in the Link Test Pass state. In the Link Test Fail state, such

pulses shall reset the counted number of consecutive link test pulses to

zero. The value of link_test_min  shall be between 2 ms and 7 ms.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.07.03

Test Case Name : Link test pulses outside acceptance range (while in Link Test Pass state).

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.7

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.8/8

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the rejection range for consecutive link test pulses while the

MAU is in the Link Test Pass state.

Note : This test case is considered untestable. It is not practical to measure and

is not considered critical. Even though testing for compliance is not prac-

tical, conformance to the standard, by design, is the responsibility of the

manufacturer with compliance status to be noted in the PICS.

Test Setup :
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Test Procedure :

Conformance : Detected pulses that occur within a time link_test_min  of a previous

pulse or packet shall be ignored while in the Link Test Pass state. The

value of link_test_min  shall be between 2 ms and 7 ms.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.07.04

Test Case Name : Link test pulses outside acceptance range (not in the Link Test Pass

state).

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.7

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.8/9

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the rejection range for consecutive link test pulses while the

MAU is not in Link Test Pass state.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU. Stop applying link test pulses to the RD cir-

cuit. Check that the MAU is in a Link Test Fail state. Monitor the DO

circuit and DI circuit. Apply a test signal consisting of 11 link test pulses

that are spaced 1.9 ms apart to the RD circuit of the MAU. Check that the

MAU is still in a Link Test Fail state. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit

of the MAU. Verify that loopback is disabled. Repeat the test procedure

with 151 ms spacing between link test pulses.

Conformance : Only link test pulses that occur within time link_test_max  of each oth-

er shall be considered consecutive. The value of link_ test_max  shall

be between 25 ms and 150 ms. In addition, detected pulses that occur

within a time link_test_min  of a previous pulse or packet shall be ig-

nored while in the Link Test Pass state. In the Link Test Fail state, such

pulses shall reset the counted number of consecutive link test pulses to

zero. The value of link_test_min  shall be between 2 ms and 7 ms.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.07.05

Test Case Name : Link fail effect on MAU functions.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference  14.2.1.7

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.8/2-4, 14.10.4.5.8/10-14

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that the following MAU functions are disabled, while the

MAU is not in the Link Pass state: Transmit, Receive, Loopback, Colli-

sion Presence, and SQE test.

Note : Some of these tests will cause a transition to the Link Test Pass state after

the test signal ends. Before continuing the tests, make sure that the MAU

under test returns to a Link Test Fail state.

Test Setup : Test setup N.

Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU. For each of the following scenarios, check that

the MAU is in a Link Test Fail state before applying the test signal(s) to

the specified circuit(s):

(1) Transmit. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU un-

der test while monitoring the TD circuit for TP_IDL.

(2) Receive. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU

while monitoring the DI circuit of the MAU under test for IDL.

(3) Loopback. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU
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under test while monitoring the DI circuit of the MAU under

test for IDL.

(4) Collision Presence. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the

tester MAU and test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU un-

der test to create a collision. Monitor the CI circuit of the MAU

under test for IDL.

(5) SQE Test. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU un-

der test. Monitor the CI circuit for no SQE.

Conformance : While the MAU is not in the Link Test Pass state, the Link Integrity Test

function shall disable the bit transfer of the Transmit, Receive, and Loop-

back functions, and the Collision Presence and SQE Test functions.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.07.06

Test Case Name : Link Test Fail Extend state exit.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.2.1.7

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.8/15

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that the MAU functions are re-enabled only after the RD and

DO circuits become idle.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup N.

Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU under test. Check that the MAU under test is

in a Link Test Fail state. Apply test signal 5 to the DO circuit of the MAU

under test. After 1 ms, apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester

MAU. Verify that DI loopback occurs on the second packet from the DO

circuit of the MAU under test, but not on the first packet.

Conformance : Re-enabling shall be deferred until the signals on the RD and DO circuits

become idle.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.8 Test group 1411.08 — MAU state machines

Test Group ID : 1411.08

Test Group Name : MAU state machines.

Test Group Purpose : To verify proper operation of the MAU state machines.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.08.01

Test Case Name : MAU transmit, receive, loopback, and collision state diagram.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : Figure 14-3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.9/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the MAU transmit, receive, loopback, and collision presence

functions.

Note : Test case coverage for this test is shown in Figure A1.

Test Setup : Use the following test setups for each subtest below:

(1) As specified in each individual test case

(2) Test setup N

(3) Test setup P

(4) Test setup O

(5) Test setup O

(6) Test setup B
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Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU.

(1) Perform the following tests, using the procedure(s) as specified

in each test case: 1411.01.04, 1411.02.02, 1411.03.01,

1411.04.01, 1411.04.02, 1411.04.04 and 1411.04.05.

(2) Check that the MAU under test is in a Link Test Fail state. Mon-

itor the DI circuit of the MAU under test. Apply test signal 1 to

the DO circuit of the tester MAU. Verify that the test signal

does not appear on the DI circuit of the MAU under test.

(3) Apply test signal 3a to the DO circuit of the MAU under test.

Monitor the DI circuit, RD circuit, and CI circuit of the MAU

under test. When jabber is indicated (CS0 is asserted on the CI

circuit), apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU.

Verify that the RD test signal appears on the DI circuit of the

MAU under test.

(4) Monitor the DI circuit, DO circuit, and RD circuit of the MAU

under test. Apply test signal 6 to the DO circuit of the tester

MAU. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under

test such that the start and end of frame occurs while test signal

6 is active (see Figure 6-2a). Verify that DI is active for the du-

ration of test signal 6 on the RD circuit.

(5) Monitor the DI circuit, DO circuit, and RD circuit of the MAU

under test. Apply test signal 6 to the DO circuit of the MAU un-

der test. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU

such that the start and end of frame occurs while test signal 6 is

active (see Figure 6-2b). Verify that DI is active for the duration

of test signal 6 on the DO circuit.

(6) Apply IDL to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the CI cir-

cuit, DI circuit, and TD circuit. Verify that the CI circuit and DI

circuit are asserting IDL and the TD circuit is asserting

TP_IDL.

Conformance : Meets the requirements of Figure 14-3.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.08.02

Test Case Name : Signal_quality_error message test function state diagram.

Status : CONDITIONAL (SQE Test function shall be performed by MAUs

connected to DTEs and shall not be performed for MAUs connected to

repeaters).

Standard Reference : Figure 14-4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.9/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the signal_quality_error message test function.

Note : Test case coverage for this test is shown in Figure A2.

Test Setup : Use the test setups as specified in each individual test case.

Test Procedure : Perform the following tests, using the procedure(s) as specified in each

test case: 1411.05.01, 1411.05.02, and 1411.05.04.

Conformance: : Meets the requirements of Figure 14-4.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.08.03

Test Case Name : Jabber function state diagram.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : Figure 14-5

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.9/3
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a) Test signal applied to tester MAU, then MAU under test

MAU
Under Test

RD

DI

DO T.S. #1

MAU
Under Test

DO Test Signal #6

Circuit

Circuit

Test Signal #6

DI

RD T.S. #1

b) Test signal applied to MAU under test, then tester MAU

Figure 6-2 — Test signal application timing for collision state diagram
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History :

Test Purpose : To verify the jabber function state diagram.

Note : Test case coverage for this test is shown in Figure A3

Test Setup : Test setup C.

Test Procedure : Disable the LTPG, apply power to the MAU, and check that the MAU is

in a Link Test Fail state.

(1) Perform the following tests, using the procedure(s) as specified

in each test case: 1411.06.01 and 1411.06.02.

(2) Monitor the DI circuit, TD circuit, and CI circuit of the MAU.

Apply test signal 3a to the DO circuit of the MAU for at least

151 ms. When jabber is indicated (SQE is asserted on the CI cir-

cuit), stop the test signal. Wait for 249 ms, verify that SQE is

still asserted on the CI circuit, then reapply the test signal for a

duration of 512 bit times. Stop the test signal, wait for another

249 ms, then reapply the test signal for a duration of 512 bit

times. Stop the test signal, wait for another 249 ms, then reapply

the test signal for a duration of 512 bit times. Stop the test sig-

nal, wait for another 249 ms, then reapply the test signal for a

duration of 512 bit times. Verify that SQE is still asserted on the

CI circuit. Wait 502 ms, then reapply the test signal. Verify that

the CI circuit is idle.

(3) Monitor the DI circuit, TD circuit, and CI circuit of the MAU.

Apply test signal 5 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Verify that

the TD signals and DI signals follow DO and that CS0 is not as-

serted on the CI circuit.

Enable the LTPG, check that the MAU is in the Link Test Pass state and

repeat tests (1) and (2) above.

Conformance: : Meets the requirements of Figure 14-5.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.08.04

Test Case Name : Link integrity test function state diagram.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : Figure 14-6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.9/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the link integrity test function state diagram.

Note : Test case coverage for this test is shown in Figure A4.

Test Setup : Use the following test setups for each subtest below:

(1) As specified in each individual test case

(2) Test setup N

(3) Test setup B

(4) Test setup M

Test Procedure : Perform each subtest listed below.

(1) Perform the following tests, using the procedure(s) specified in

each test case: 1411.01.04, 1411.02.02, 1411.03.01, and

1411.07.01 through 1411.07.06, inclusive.

(2) Monitor the DI circuit and TD circuit of the MAU under test.

Apply power to the MAU and check that the MAU is in a Link

Test Fail state. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester

MAU and verify the presence of IDL on the DI circuit of the

MAU under test. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the

MAU under test within 1 ms and verify that the test signal ap-

pears on the TD circuit of the MAU under test.
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(3) Monitor the DI circuit. Apply power to the MAU and check that

the MAU is in the Link Test Pass state. Apply test signal 2a to

the DO circuit of the MAU under test. Stop the transmission of

link test pulses onto the RD circuit. After the MAU has entered

a Link Test Fail state as indicated by the cessation of DI activi-

ty, wait 7.1 ms then send one link test pulse. Apply test signal 1

to the DO circuit of the MAU within 1 ms to 2 ms of the link

test pulse. Verify that no loopback signals appear on the DI

circuit.

(4) Monitor the DI circuit of the MAU under test. Apply power to

the MAU and check that the MAU is in the Link Test Pass state.

Apply test signal 18 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU. Apply

test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test within 1

ms of the end of the last packet on the RD circuit. Verify that

the test signal appears on the DI circuit.

Conformance : Meets the requirements of Figure 14-6.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.9 Test group 1411.09 — isolation requirements

Test Group ID : 1411.09

Test Group Name : Isolation requirements.

Test Group Purpose : To verify proper isolation on the MDI leads.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.09.01

Test Case Name : Isolation, MDI leads to DTE Physical Layer circuits.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.11/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the electrical isolation between the MDI leads and the DTE

Physical Layer circuits, including frame ground.

Note : Test case 1411.09.02 must be run after this test is completed.

Test Setup : Test setup CC.

Test Procedure : Apply one of the following voltages as Eiso between each pin of the AUI

connector (including PG, the AUI shell) and each pin of the MDI con-

nector. For embedded MAUs, apply Eiso between Frame Ground of the

MAU (as specified in the PIXIT) and each pin of the MDI connector.

(1) 1500 V rms at 50 Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in

5.3.2 of IEC 60950.

(2) 2250 Vdc for 60 s, applied as specified in 5.3.2 of IEC 60950.

(3) A sequence of ten 2400 V impulses of alternating polarity, ap-

plied at intervals of not less than 1 s. The shape of the impulses

shall be 1.2/50 µs, as defined in IEC 60060.

Verify that there is no insulation breakdown during the test.

Conformance : The MAU shall provide isolation between the DTE Physical Layer cir-

cuits including frame ground and all MDI leads including those not used

by 10BASE-T. This electrical separation shall withstand at least one of

the following electrical strength tests:

(1) 1500 V rms at 50 Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in

5.3.2 of IEC 60950.

(1) 2250 Vdc for 60 s, applied as specified in 5.3.2 of IEC 60950.

(2) A sequence of ten 2400 V impulses of alternating polarity, ap-

plied at intervals of not less than 1 s. The shape of the impulses
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shall be 1.2/50 µs (1.2 µs virtual front time, 50 µs virtual time

of half value), as defined in IEC 60060.

There shall be no insulation breakdown, as defined in 5.3.2 of

IEC 60950, during the test.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.09.02

Test Case Name : Resistance after breakdown test.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.11/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the resistance between the MDI leads and the DTE Physical

Layer circuits, including frame ground.

Note : Test case 1411.09.01 must be run prior to this test.

Test Setup : Test setup DD.

Test Procedure : Apply 500 Vdc between each pin of the AUI connector (including PG,

the AUI shell) and each pin of the MDI connector. For embedded MAUs,

apply 500 Vdc between Frame Ground of the MAU (as specified in the

PIXIT) and each pin of the MDI connector. Verify that the dc current is

less than 250 µA.

Conformance : The resistance after the test shall be at least 2 MΩ, measured at 500 Vdc.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.10 Test group 1411.10 — transmitter specification

Test Group ID : 1411.10

Test Group Name : Transmitter specification.

Test Group Purpose : To verify transmitted signal parameters.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.01

Test Case Name : TD circuit short-circuit current.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.7

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/12, 14.10.4.5.12/13

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the transmitter fault tolerance.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup R.

Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU. Monitor the peak output current of the TD cir-

cuit of the MAU while applying a short circuit across the TD circuit for

10 s. Apply test signal 4 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Continue moni-

toring the output current of the TD circuit for an additional 10 s. Remove

the short circuit. Verify that, when the fault condition is removed, the cir-

cuit operates normally by performing the remainder of the transmitter

tests (group ID 1411.10).

Conformance : Transmitters, when either idle or nonidle, shall withstand without dam-

age the application of short circuits across the TD circuit for an indefinite

period of time and shall resume normal operation after such faults are re-

moved. The magnitude of the current through such a short circuit shall

not exceed 300 mA.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.02

Test Case Name : Peak differential output voltage on TD circuit.
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Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the TD circuit peak differential output voltage.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the peak dif-

ferential voltage on the TD circuit across the 100 Ω load.

Conformance : The peak differential voltage on the TD circuit when terminated with a

100 Ω resistive load shall be between 2.2 V peak and 2.8 V peak for all

data sequences.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.03

Test Case Name : Harmonic content, all ones signal.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the harmonic content at the output of transmitter.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup T.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 5 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the harmonic

content of the TD circuit signal using the spectrum analyzer.

Conformance : When the DO circuit is driven by an all ones Manchester signal, each har-

monic measured at the output of the transmitter shall be at least 27 dB

below the fundamental.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.04

Test Case Name : Output waveform, with scaling of voltage template.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the transmitter output equalization.

Note : See Clause 14, Annex A4.3.1, for measurement details.

Test Setup : Test setup A.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the TD circuit

signal. An oscilloscope set for a zero voltage trigger with a positive slope

is allowed to accumulate an eye pattern that must be within the template.

Acquisition must be long enough to ensure that all data variations have

been observed. When using packetized data, the TP_IDL and the first

transmitted bit should be excluded from this measurement. Repeated ap-

plications of the test signal may be necessary to acquire enough data to

build a definite eye pattern.

Conformance : The TD transmitter shall provide equalization such that the output

waveform shall fall within the template shown in Figure 14-9 for all data

sequences. Voltage and time coordinates for inflection points on Figure

14-9 are given in Table 14-1. (Zero crossing points are different for

external and internal MAUs. The zero crossings depicted in Figure 14-9

apply to an external MAU.) The template voltage may be scaled by a

factor of 0.9 to 1.1, but any scaling below 0.9 or above 1.1 shall not be
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allowed. The recommended measurement procedure is described in

A4.3.1. Time t = 0 on the template represents a zero crossing, with posi-

tive slope, of the output waveform.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.05

Test Case Name : Output waveform with scaling of voltage template (inverted template).

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the transmitter output equalization.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup A.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the TD circuit

signal. An oscilloscope set for a zero voltage trigger with a negative

slope is allowed to accumulate an eye pattern that must be within the

template. Acquisition must be long enough to ensure that all data varia-

tions have been observed. When using packetized data, the TP_IDL and

the first transmitted bit should be excluded from this measurement. Re-

peated applications of the test signal may be necessary to acquire enough

data to build a definite eye pattern.

Conformance : The TD transmitter shall provide equalization such that the output

waveform shall fall within the template shown in Figure 14-9 for all data

sequences. Voltage and time coordinates for inflection points on Figure

14-9 are given in Table 14-1. (Zero crossing points are different for ex-

ternal and internal MAUs. The zero crossings depicted in Figure 14-9 ap-

ply to an external MAU.) The template voltage may be scaled by a factor

of 0.9 to 1.1, but any scaling below 0.9 or above 1.1 shall not be allowed.

The recommended measurement procedure is described in A4.3.1. Time

t = 0 on the template represents a zero crossing, with negative slope, of

the output waveform.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.06

Test Case Name : Start of TP_IDL waveform, with specified loads, with and without the

cable model.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference  14.3.1.2.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the characteristics of the transmitter output after transition to

idle state.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup D.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the TD circuit

signal at the test load for each of the test loads shown in Figure 14-11.

Repeat the test without the TPM in the Test Setup and the test loads con-

nected directly to the TD circuit.

Conformance : The TP_IDL shall always start with a positive waveform when a wave-

form conforming to Figure 7-12 is applied to the DO circuit. If the last

bit transmitted was a CD1, the last transition will be at the bit cell center

of the CD1. If the last bit transmitted was a CD0, the PLS will generate

an additional transition at the bit-cell boundary following the CD0. After
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the zero crossing of the last transition, the differential voltage shall

remain within the shaded area of Figure 14-10. Once the differential volt-

age has gone more negative than –50 mV, it shall not exceed +50 mV.

The template requirements of Figure 14-10 shall be met, when measured

across each of the test loads defined in Figure 14-11; both with the load

connected directly to the TD circuit and with the load connected through

the twisted pair model as defined in Figure 14-7 and Figure 14-8.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.07

Test Case Name : TD circuit differential output impedance.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/6

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the transmitter differential output impedance.

Note : See Clause 14, Annex A4.3.2 for measurement details.

Test Setup : Test setup Q.

Test Procedure : Using the network analyzer, measure the return loss between 5.0 MHz

and 10 MHz with 0.5 MHz steps, utilizing a reference resistance of

100 Ω. Calculate the return loss using a reference resistance of 85 Ω and

111 Ω.

Conformance : The differential output impedance as measured on the TD circuit shall be

such that any reflection, due to differential signals incident upon the TD

circuit from a simplex link segment having any impedance within the

range specified in 14.4.2.2, shall be at least 15 dB below the incident,

over the frequency range of 5.0 MHz to 10 MHz. This return loss shall

be maintained at all times when the MAU is in the power-on state, in-

cluding when the TD circuit is sending TP_IDL.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.08

Test Case Name : Common-mode to differential-mode conversion.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/9

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the transmitter impedance balance over the frequency range of

1.0–21 MHz.

Note : The balance of the test equipment (such as the matching of the 147 Ω re-

sistors) must exceed that required of the transmitter.

Test Setup : Test setup E.

Test Procedure : Apply power. Apply a 1 MHz sine wave with a 15 V peak amplitude to

represent the Ecm signal and monitor the differential voltage at the TD

circuit, Edif, ignoring the Link Test Pulses. In steps of 2 MHz, increase

the frequency up to a maximum of 21 MHz. For each step, calculate the

common-mode to differential-mode impedance balance as 20 log10 (Ecm

/ Edif).

Conformance : The common-mode to differential-mode impedance balance of the trans-

mitter shall exceed 29 – 17 log10 (f / 10) dB (where f is the frequency in

MHz) over the frequency range 1.0 MHz to 20 MHz.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.09
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Test Case Name : TD circuit common-mode output voltage.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.5

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/10

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the common-mode output voltage of the transmitter.

Note : The balance of the test equipment (such as the matching of the 47.5 Ω re-

sistors) must exceed that required of the transmitter.

Test Setup : Test setup F.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Measure the common-

mode output voltage Ecm.

Conformance : The magnitude of the total common-mode output voltage of the transmit-

ter, Ecm, measured as shown in Figure 14-14, shall be less than 50 mV

peak.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.10

Test Case Name : Transmitter common-mode rejection, 15 V peak 10.1 MHz sinusoid.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/11

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the transmitter common-mode rejection.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup E.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the differential

voltage at the TD circuit, Edif. Establish a baseline jitter value by mea-

suring the edge jitter at the TD circuit with a 0 V Ecm input. Apply a 15

V peak amplitude 10.1 MHz sine wave to represent the Ecm signal and

measure the edge jitter.

Conformance : The application of Ecm as shown in Figure 14-13 shall not change the dif-

ferential voltage at the TD circuit, Edif, by more than 100 mV for all data

sequences. Additionally, the edge jitter added by the application of Ecm

shall be no more than 1.0 ns. Ecm shall be a 15 V peak 10.1 MHz sine

wave.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.11

Test Case Name : Link test pulse waveform, with specified loads, with and without the ca-

ble model.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/5

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the characteristics of the Link Test Pulse waveform.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup G.

Test Procedure : Monitor the TD circuit signal at the test load for each of the test loads

shown in Figure 14-11. Repeat the test without the TPM in the test setup

and with the test loads connected directly to the TD circuit.

Conformance : The link test pulse shall be a single positive (TD+ lead positive with re-

spect to TD– lead) pulse, which falls within the shaded area of Figure 14-

12. Once the differential output voltage has become more negative than
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–50 mV, it shall remain less than +50 mV. The template requirements of

Figure 14-12 shall be met, when measured across each of the test loads

defined in Figure 14-11; both with the load connected directly to the TD

circuit and with the load connected through the twisted-pair model as de-

fined in Figure 14-7 and Figure 14-8.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.12

Test Case Name : Transmitter output timing jitter with cable model.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/7

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the jitter added by the MAU. 

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup A.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 6 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DO circuit

and TD circuit. Using the oscilloscope, measure the jitter of the zero

crossings on the TD circuit. Disregard the first bit transmitted on the TD

circuit and Start Of Idle (SOI). Set the oscilloscope to trigger on the DO

circuit signal zero crossing with positive slope. Observe the zero cross-

ings 8 BT and 8.5 BT from the triggering zero crossing. An external

MAU is compliant when all zero crossings fall within the time intervals

8.0 BT ± 7 ns and 8.5 BT ± 7 ns.

Conformance : The jitter added to the signal on the DO circuit as it propagates through

the MAU and twisted pair model shall be no more than ± 3.5 ns.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.13

Test Case Name : Transmitter output timing jitter without cable model.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/8

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the jitter added by the MAU when directly driving a 100 Ω re-

sistive load. 

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 6 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DO circuit

and TD circuit. Using the oscilloscope, measure the jitter of the zero

crossings on the TD circuit. Disregard the first bit transmitted on the TD

circuit and Start Of Idle (SOI). Set the oscilloscope to trigger on the DO

circuit signal zero crossing with positive slope. Observe the zero cross-

ings 8 BT and 8.5 BT from the triggering zero crossing. An external

MAU is compliant when all zero crossings fall within the time intervals

8.0 BT ± 16 ns and 8.5 BT ± 16 ns.

Conformance : The MAU shall add no more than ± 8 ns of jitter to the signal received

on the DO circuit, when the TD circuit is directly driving a 100 Ω resis-

tive load.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.14

Test Case Name : Transmitter fault tolerance, impulse.

Status : MANDATORY
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Standard Reference : 14.3.1.2.7

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/14

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the transmitter fault tolerance when a high-voltage impulse is

applied to the transmitter when idle and nonidle.

Note : The impulse shape should be adjusted while applied to the test object as

per IEC 60060.

Test Setup : Test setup AA.

Test Procedure : Apply an IEC standard full impulse voltage of positive polarity, with a

peak value of 1000 V, a virtual front time of 300 ns, and virtual time to

half value of 50 µs as Ecm to the test setup. Repeat the test using a nega-

tive polarity impulse. Apply test signal 5 to the DO circuit of the MAU.

Repeat the previous test procedure (both polarities). Verify that the trans-

mitter still operates normally by performing the transmitter test group

tests (group ID 1411.10).

Conformance : Transmitters, when either idle or nonidle, shall withstand without dam-

age a 1000 V common-mode impulse applied at Ecm of either polarity (as

indicated in Figure 14-15). The shape of the impulse shall be 0.3/50 µs

(300 ns virtual front time, 50 µs virtual time of half value), as defined in

IEC 60060.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.10.15

Test Case Name : Power cycle effect on TD circuit.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.2.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.12/15

History :

Test Purpose : To verify proper operation of the TD circuit with power cycling.

Note : Extraneous signal on the TD circuit is defined to be greater than ±50 mV.

Test Setup : Test setup A.

Test Procedure : Monitor the TD circuit of the MAU. Turn the power to MAU off, then

on several times. Verify that no extraneous signals appear on the TD cir-

cuit.

Conformance : The MAU shall not introduce extraneous signals on the TD circuits dur-

ing normal power-up and power-down.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.11 Test group 1411.11 — receiver specification

Test Group ID : 1411.11

Test Group Name : Receiver specification.

Test Group Purpose : To ensure correct input signal handling of the receiver.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.11.01

Test Case Name : RD circuit fault tolerance, short circuit.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.3.6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.13/11

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the receiver fault tolerance when a short circuit is applied to the

receiver inputs.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup S.
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Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU. Apply a short circuit across the RD circuit for

10 s. Verify that when the fault condition is removed the circuit operates

normally by performing all other receive tests (Group ID 1411.11).

Conformance : Receivers shall tolerate the application of short circuits between the leads

of the RD circuit for an indefinite period of time without damage and

shall resume normal operation after such faults are removed.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.11.02

Test Case Name : RD circuit idle detection.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.3.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.13/8

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that the receiver detects the idle condition.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup K.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 14 to the RD circuit of the MAU. Monitor the DI circuit

and verify proper start of idle on the DI circuit.

Conformance : The idle condition shall be detected within 2.3 BT of the last low-to-high

transition at the receiver.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.11.03

Test Case Name : RD circuit signal acceptance.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.3.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.8/17, 14.10.4.5.13/1, 14.10.4.5.13/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the receiver differential input voltage acceptance.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup K.

Test Procedure : Apply test signals 7a–b, 8a–b, 9, and 10 to the RD circuit of the MAU.

Monitor the DI circuit and RD circuit. Verify that the pulses appear on

the DI circuit.

Conformance : Differential signals received on the RD circuit that are within the enve-

lope of Figure 14-16 and 14-17, and have a maximum zero crossing jitter

up to ±13.5 ns from the ideal, shall be sent to the DI circuit.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.11.04

Test Case Name : RD circuit differential noise rejection.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.3.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.13/5-7

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the receiver noise immunity.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup K.

Test Procedure : Apply test signals 11a–g, 12a–c, and 13a–d to the RD circuit of the

MAU. Monitor the DI circuit and RD circuit. For each test signal, verify

that the DI circuit remains idle.

Conformance : The receiver, while in the Idle state, shall reject as RD_input the follow-

ing signals:

(1) All signals that, when measured at the output of the following
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filter, would produce a peak magnitude less than 300 mV. The

filter is a 3-pole low-pass Butterworth with a 3 dB cut off at 15

MHz.

(2) All continuous sinusoidal signals of amplitude less than 6.2 V

peak-to-peak and frequency less than 2 MHz.

(3) All sine waves of single-cycle duration, starting with phase 0 or

180 degrees, and of amplitude less than 6.2 V peak-to-peak,

where the frequency is between 2 MHz and 15 MHz. For a pe-

riod of 4 BT before and after this single cycle, the signal shall

be less than 300 mV when measured through the filter specified

in (1) above.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.11.05

Test Case Name : RD circuit differential input impedance.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.3.4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.13/9

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the differential input impedance.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup I.

Test Procedure : Set the network analyzer to produce 2.5 V peak into 100 Ω. Measure the

differential input impedance between 5.0 MHz and 10 MHz with

0.5 MHz steps, utilizing a reference resistance of 100 Ω. Calculate the

return loss using a reference resistance of 85 Ω and 111 Ω.

Conformance : The differential input impedance shall be such that any reflection, due to

differential signals incident upon the RD circuit from a twisted pair hav-

ing any impedance within the range specified in 14.4.2.2 shall be at least

15 dB below the incident, over the frequency range of 5.0 MHz to 10

MHz.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.11.06

Test Case Name : RD circuit common-mode rejection.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.3.5

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.13/10

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the receiver common-mode rejection.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup J.

Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU. Apply test signal 15, as differential input sig-

nal Es, to the test fixture such that a 585 mV signal, Edif is present on the

RD circuit of the MAU. Monitor the differential input signal, Edif, at the

RD circuit of the MAU and the DI circuit. Apply test signal 17 as Ecm.

Check the DI circuit for the proper state and for jitter.

Conformance : Receivers shall assume the proper state on DI for any differential input

signal Es that results in a signal Edif that meets 14.3.1.3.1 even in the

presence of common-mode voltages Ecm (applied as shown in Figure 14-

18). Ecm shall be a 25 V peak-to-peak square wave, 500 kHz or lower in

frequency, with edges no slower than 4 ns (20–80%). Additionally, E cm

shall contribute no more than 2.5 ns of edge jitter to the signal transmit-

ted on the DI circuit. The combination of the receiver timing jitter of

14.3.1.3.1 and the common-mode induced jitter are such that the MAU
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shall add no more then 4.0 ns of edge jitter to Es before sending the signal

on the DI circuit.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.11.07

Test Case Name : RD circuit link test pulse acceptance.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.3.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.13/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the receiver acceptance of link test pulses.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU. Monitor the DI circuit and TD circuit. Stop

any input on the RD circuit for at least 10 s. Check that the MAU is in a

Link Test Fail state. Start sending link test pulses on the RD circuit. The

link test pulses shall occur within 25 ms to 150 ms of each other and have

shape and amplitude as described below. After at least 10 link test pulses,

immediately apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU and check

that the MAU has entered the Link Test Pass state by monitoring the sig-

nals on the TD circuit.

The link test pulses used shall have the following characteristics:

(1) As in Figure 14-12 with a peak amplitude of 585 mV, a pulse

width of 0.60 BT and maximum undershoot.

(2) As in Figure 14-12 with maximum allowed amplitude and pulse

width.

Conformance : The receiver, when presented with a signal meeting the requirements of

14.2.1.1 and within the envelope of Figure 14-12, shall accept it as a link

test pulse.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.11.08

Test Case Name : Received signal added jitter.

Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.3.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.13/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that jitter added by MAU receiver does not exceed ±1.5 ns.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup H.

Test Procedure : Apply power to the MAU. Apply test signal 16 to the RD circuit of the

MAU. Monitor the DI circuit and RD circuit. Using the oscilloscope,

measure the jitter of the zero crossings. Disregard the first bit sent on the

DI circuit. Set the oscilloscope to trigger on the RD circuit signal zero

crossing with positive slope. Observe the zero crossings 8 BT and 8.5 BT

from the triggering zero crossing. An external MAU is compliant when

all zero crossings fall within the time intervals 8.0 BT ± 3 ns and 8.5 BT

± 3 ns.

Conformance : The MAU receiver shall add no more than ±1.5 ns jitter to the received

signal before sending the signal to the DI circuit.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.11.09

Test Case Name : Receiver fault tolerance, impulse.
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Status : MANDATORY

Standard Reference : 14.3.1.3.6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.13/12

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the receiver fault tolerance when a high-voltage impulse is ap-

plied to the receiver.

Note : The impulse shape should be adjusted while applied to the test object as

per IEC 60060.

Test Setup : Test setup BB.

Test Procedure : Apply an IEC standard full-impulse voltage of positive polarity with a

peak value of 1000 V, a virtual front time of 300 ns, and virtual time to

half value of 50 µs as Ecm to the test setup. Repeat the test using a nega-

tive polarity impulse. Verify that the receiver still operates normally by

performing the receiver test group tests (group ID 1411.11).

Conformance : Receivers shall withstand without damage a 1000 V common-mode im-

pulse of either polarity (Eimpulse as indicated in Figure 14-19). The shape

of the impulse shall be 0.3/50 µs (300 ns virtual front time, 50 µs virtual

time of half value), as defined in IEC 60060.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.12 Test group 1411.12 — AUI signal characteristics

Test Group ID : 1411.12

Test Group Name : AUI signal characteristics.

Test Group Purpose : To ensure correct signaling characteristics of the AUI.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.12.01

Test Case Name : Labeled signaling rate.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.3.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.1/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that the MAU is correctly labeled with the actual signaling rate

used with that device.

Note :

Test Setup : None.

Test Procedure : Visually check the MAU label for an indication that the signalling rate is

10 Mb/s.

Conformance : To facilitate the configuration of operational systems, DTE and MAU

devices shall be labeled with the actual signaling rate used with that de-

vice.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.12.02

Test Case Name : CS0 signal frequency (on CI).

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.3.1.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.1/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the frequency of the CS0 signal.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup C.
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Test Procedure : Apply test signal 3b to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the CI cir-

cuit. Measure the frequency of the CS0 signal.

Conformance : The tolerance ... on CI ... is BR ± 15%.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.12.03

Test Case Name : CS0 signal duty cycle.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.3.1.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.1/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the duty cycle of the CS0 signal.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup C.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 3b to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the CI cir-

cuit. Measure the duty cycle of the CS0 signal.

Conformance : The nominal duty cycle is 50/50 and shall be no worse than 

60/40.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.13 Test group 1411.13 — DI and CI driver characteristics

Test Group ID : 1411.13

Test Group Name : DI and CI driver characteristics.

Test Group Purpose : To ensure correct operation of the AUI DI and CI drivers.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.13.01

Test Case Name : AUI driver differential output voltage.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.2/1-4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the correct differential output voltage.

Note : Tj = 4 ns [2 × (1.5 ns MAU—DTE jitter + 0.5 ns source jitter)].

Test Setup : Test setup U.

Test Procedure : Using a test load of 73 Ω ± 1% in parallel with 50 µH ± 1%, monitor the

CI circuit and DI circuit of the MAU under test. Monitor the current into

the test loads. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under

test. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU to create a

collision.

(1) During collision, verify that the signals on the CI circuit and DI

circuit meet the requirements of Figure 7-11 by using the fol-

lowing procedure. Construct a template representing the shaded

area of Figure 7-11 using the zero crossings as reference points.

Once constructed, the template may be shifted along the time

axis in order to accommodate differences in the 10–50% and

50–90% transition times. Verify that time T2 is BT ± 4 ns or BT/

2 ± 4 ns. Find the peak value of Vdm. This is Vmax. Find the min-

imum value of Vdm during the period between the shaded re-

gions for the waveform s rising and falling transitions (time T1
in Figure 7-11). This minimum value is Vmin. Verify that Vmax

is less than 1315 mV, that Vmin is greater than 450 mV, and that
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Vmax/Vmin is less than 1.37. Measure the Vdm 24 ns after the

zero crossing and verify that it remains less than 1170 mV and

within the template.

(2) Observe the DI circuit signals for 2 bit times after the last low-

to-high transition of the packet. Verify that the differential out-

put voltage is at least 380 mV during that time.

(3) Observe the DI circuit signals 80 bit times after the last low-to-

high transition of the packet. Verify that the output voltage is ≤
±40 mV differential and the current into the load is ≤ 4 mA.

(4) Observe the CI circuit signals for 2 bit times after the last low-

to-high transition of CS0. Verify that the differential output

voltage is at least 380 mV during that time.

(5) Observe the CI circuit signals 80 bit times after the last low-to-

high transition of CS0. Verify that the output voltage is ≤ ±40

mV differential and the current into the load is ≤ 4 mA.

Repeat the test using a test load of 83 Ω ± 1% in parallel with 50 µH ±
1%.

Conformance : The following conformance statements are applicable as noted.

(1) For (1) above: The value of Vdm into either of the two test loads

identified above (R = 73 Ω or 83 Ω ± 1%) at the interface con-

nector of the driving unit shall satisfy conditions defined by val-

ues Vmin and Vmax shown in Figure 7-11 for signals in between

BR and BR/2 meeting the frequency and duty cycle tolerances

specified for the signal being driven. Vmax shall be < 1315 mV,

Vmin shall be > 450 mV, Vmax/Vmin shall be < 1.37. Vdm shall

remain < 1170 mV 24 ns after a zero crossing. The waveform

shall remain within the shaded area limits.

(2) For (2) through (5): When a driver, connected to the appropri-

ate two test loads identified above, enters the idle state, it shall

maintain a minimum differential output voltage of at least 380

mV for at least 2 bit times after the last low-to-high transition.

The driver differential output voltage shall then approach with-

in 40 mV of 0 V within 80 bit times. In addition, the current into

the appropriate test load shall be limited in magnitude to 4 mA

within 80 bit times. Undershoot, if any, upon reaching 0 V shall

be limited to –100 mV. See Figure 7-12.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.13.02

Test Case Name : AUI driver requirements after idle.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.1.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.2/5

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the signal characteristics of the first bit transmitted after idle.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup U.

Test Procedure : Using a test load of 73 Ω ± 1% in parallel with 50 µH ±1%, monitor the

CI circuit and DI circuit of the MAU under test. Apply test signal 1 to the

DO circuit of the MAU under test. Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit

of the tester MAU to create a collision. Verify that the second bit trans-

mitted on the DI circuit and CI circuit meets the requirements of 7.4.1.1

and Figure 7-11. Repeat the test using a test load of 83 Ω ± 1% in parallel
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with 50 µH ±1%.

Conformance : When the driver becomes nonidle after a period of idle on the interface

circuit, the differential output voltage at the interface connector shall

meet the requirements of 7.4.1.1 beginning with the second bit transmit-

ted. The first bit send over the driver circuit may contain phase violations

or invalid data.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.13.03

Test Case Name : AUI driver common-mode output voltage, ac.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.1.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.2/6

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the ac common-mode output voltage of the AUI drivers.

Note : The balance of the test equipment (such as the matching of the 39 Ω re-

sistors) must exceed that required of the transmitter.

Test Setup : Test setup EE.

Test Procedure : Apply test signals 4 and 25 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test. In

each case, apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU to cre-

ate a collision. Measure the ac common-mode output voltage Ecm on the

DI circuit and CI circuit of the MAU under test using Filter 1, then Filter

2. The filter is connected across the circuit under test (DI or CI) and cir-

cuit VC.

Conformance : The magnitude of the ac component of the common-mode output voltage

of the driver, measured between the midpoint of a test load consisting of

a pair of matched 39 Ω ± 1% resistors and circuit VC, as shown in Figure

7-13, shall not exceed 2.5 V peak from 30 Hz to 40 kHz and 160 mV

peak from 40 kHz to BR.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.13.04

Test Case Name : AUI driver differential output voltage, open circuit.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.1.4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.2/7

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the open circuit differential output voltage.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup W.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test. Apply test

signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU to create a collision. Mea-

sure the open circuit differential output voltage, Edif, on the DI circuit

and CI circuit of the MAU under test.

Conformance : The differential output voltage into an open circuit, measured at the in-

terface connector of the driving unit, shall not exceed 13 V peak.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.13.05

Test Case Name : AUI driver common-mode output voltage, dc.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.1.5
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PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.2/8

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the dc common-mode output voltage of the AUI drivers.

Note : The balance of the test equipment (such as the matching of the 39 Ω re-

sistors) must exceed that required of the transmitter.

Test Setup : Test setup V.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 1 to the DO circuit of the MAU under test. Apply test

signal 1 to the DO circuit of the tester MAU to create a collision. Mea-

sure the dc common-mode output voltage Ecm on the DI circuit and CI

circuit of the MAU under test.

Conformance : The magnitude of the dc component of the common-mode output voltage

of the driver, measured between the midpoint of a test load consisting of

a pair of matched 39 Ω ± 1% resistors and circuit VC, as shown in Figure

7-13, shall not exceed 5.5 V.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.13.06

Test Case Name : AUI driver fault tolerance while idle.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.1.6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.2/9, 14.10.4.6.2/10

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the AUI driver fault tolerance when idle.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup X.

Test Procedure : Monitor the current output of the switch A lead and switch B lead.

(1) Connect the switch A and switch B leads to the DI-A and DI-B

outputs of the MAU under test. Apply the various fault condi-

tions (see below), in turn, for 10 s each and observe that when all

fault conditions are removed, the circuit operates normally by

performing tests 1411.13.01 through 1411.13.05, inclusive. Ver-

ify that the output current on either terminal of the differential

output under any fault condition is less than or equal to 150 mA.

(2) Connect the switch A and switch B leads to the CI-A and CI-B

outputs of the MAU under test. Apply the various fault condi-

tions (see below), in turn, for 10 s each and observe that when all

fault conditions are removed, the circuit operates normally by

performing tests 1411.13.01 through 1411.13.05, inclusive. Ver-

ify that the output current on either terminal of the differential

output under any fault condition is less than or equal to 150 mA.

Switch settings

Fault condition Lead A Lead B

1 1 1

2 4 3

3 3 4

4 4 4

5 2 3

6 3 2

7 2 2

8 3 3
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Conformance : Any single driver in the interface, when idle or driving any permissible

signal, shall tolerate the application of each of the faults specified by the

switch settings in Figure 7-14 indefinitely; and, after the fault condition

is removed, the operation of the driver, according to the specifications of

7.4.1.1 through 7.4.1.5, shall not be impaired.

In addition, the magnitude of the output current from either output of the

driver under any of the fault conditions specified shall not exceed

150 mA.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.13.07

Test Case Name : AUI driver fault tolerance while active.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.1.6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.2/9, 14.10.4.6.2/10

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the transmitter fault tolerance when active.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup X.

Test Procedure : Monitor the current output of the switch A lead and switch B lead.

(1) Connect the switch A and switch B leads to the DI-A and DI-B

outputs of the MAU under test. Apply test signal 4 to the DO

circuit of the MAU under test. Apply the various fault condi-

tions (see below), in turn, for 10 s each and observe that when

all fault conditions are removed, the circuit operates normally

by performing tests 1411.13.01 through 1411.13.05, inclusive.

Verify that the output current on either terminal of the differen-

tial output under any fault condition is less than or equal to

150 mA.

(2) Connect the switch A and switch B leads to the CI-A and CI-B

outputs of the MAU under test. Apply test signal 3a to the DO

circuit of the MAU under test. Apply the various fault condi-

tions (see table below), in turn, for 10 s each and observe that

when all fault conditions are removed, the circuit operates nor-

mally by performing tests 1411.13.01 through 1411.13.05, in-

clusive. Verify that the output current on either terminal of the

differential output under any fault condition is less than or equal

to 150 mA.

Conformance : Any single driver in the interface, when idle or driving any permissible

signal, shall tolerate the application of each of the faults specified by the

switch settings in Figure 7-14 indefinitely; and, after the fault condition

is removed, the operation of the driver, according to the specifications of

Switch settings

Fault condition Lead A Lead B

1 1 1

2 4 3

3 3 4

4 4 4

5 2 3

6 3 2

7 2 2

8 3 3
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7.4.1.1 through 7.4.1.5, shall not be impaired.

In addition, the magnitude of the output current from either output of the

driver under any of the fault conditions specified shall not exceed

150 mA.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.14 Test group 1411.14 — DO receiver characteristics

Test Group ID : 1411.14

Test Group Name : DO receiver characteristics.

Test Group Purpose : To ensure correct operation of the AUI DO circuit.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.14.01

Test Case Name : DO receiver threshold when unsquelched.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.2.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.3/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the DO receiver sensitivity.

Note : This parameter is not directly testable because the receiver state is not
directly observable and is immaterial if the DO circuit remains in the
squelched state. Even though testing for compliance is not practical,
conformance to the standard, by design, is the responsibility of the man-
ufacturer with compliance status to be noted in the PICS.

Test Setup :

Test Procedure :

Conformance : When the receiving interface circuit at the interface connector of the re-

ceiving equipment is driven by a differential input signal at either BR or

BR/2 meeting the frequency and duty cycle tolerances specified for the

receiving circuit, when the A lead is 160 mV positive with respect to the

B lead, the interface is in the HI state, and when the A lead is 160 mV

negative with respect to the B lead, the interface circuit is in the LO state.

The receiver output shall assume the intended HI and LO states for the

corresponding input conditions.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.14.02

Test Case Name : DO receiver threshold while in the Idle state.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 14.3.2.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.3/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the DO receiver squelching.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 20 to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the TD cir-

cuit. Monitor the TD circuit for correct state.

Conformance : Additionally, the AUI DO receiver, while in the Idle state, shall reject an

input waveform of less than ±160 mV differential.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.14.03
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Test Case Name : High-to-idle transition on DO circuit.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.2.5, 14.3.1.2.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.3/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that the DO receiver correctly recognizes idle.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup D, using Load 1 of Figure 14-11.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 23a to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the TD cir-

cuit. Verify that the idle signal matches the template of Figure 14-10. Re-

peat the test using test signal 23b.

Conformance : The receiving unit shall take precautions to ensure that a high-to-idle

transition is not falsely interpreted as an idle-to-nonidle transition, even

in the presence of signal droop due to ac coupling in the interface driver

or receiver circuits.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.14.04

Test Case Name : DO circuit differential input impedance.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.2.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.3/4

History: :

Test Purpose : To verify the input impedance of the DO receiver.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup Y.

Test Procedure : Using the network analyzer, measure the input impedance (magnitude

and phase) of the DO circuit of the MAU at a frequency of 10 MHz and

an amplitude of 500 mV.

Conformance : The ac differential input impedance for AUI receivers located in MAUs

shall have a real part of 77.83 Ω ± 6%, with the sign of the imaginary part

positive, and the phase angle of the impedance in degrees ≤ 0.0338 times

the real part of the impedance when measured with a 10 MHz sine wave.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.14.05

Test Case Name : DO circuit common-mode range, ac.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.2.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.3/5

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the AUI DO receiver ac common-mode range.

Note : Proper output state implies correct polarity with respect to input data. Set

the required voltage at the function generator before connecting it to the

test setup.

Test Setup : Test setup Z.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 6, as differential input signal Es, to the test fixture.

Monitor the differential input signal Edif at the DO circuit of the MAU

and the TD circuit. In succession, apply test signals 21a through 21g as

Ecm. Check the TD circuit for proper state.

Conformance : When the receiving interface circuit at the receiving equipment is driven
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by a differential input signal at either BR or BR/2 meeting the frequency

and duty cycle tolerances specified for the circuit being driven, the re-

ceiver output shall assume the proper output state as specified in 7.4.2.1,

in the presence of a peak common-mode ac sine wave voltage either of

from 30 Hz to 40 kHz referenced to circuit VC in magnitude from 0 V to

3 V, or in magnitude 0 mV to 200 mV for ac voltages of from 40 kHz to

BR as shown in Figure 7-15.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.14.06

Test Case Name : DO circuit total common-mode range.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.2.4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.3/6, 14.10.4.6.3/7

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the AUI DO receiver total common-mode range and common-

mode current limit.

Note : Proper output state implies correct polarity with respect to input data. Set

the required voltage at the function generator before connecting it to the

test setup.

Test Setup : Test setup Z.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 6, as differential input signal Es, to the test fixture.

Monitor the differential input signal Edif at the DO circuit of the MAU

and the TD circuit. In succession, apply test signals 22a through 22n as

Ecm. Check the TD circuit for proper state.

Conformance : When the receiving interface circuit at the receiving equipment is driven

by a differential input signal at either BR or BR/2 meeting the frequency

and duty cycle tolerances specified for the circuit being driven, the re-

ceiver output shall assume the proper output state as specified in 7.4.2.1,

in the presence of a total common-mode voltage, dc plus ac, referenced

to circuit VC in magnitude from 0 V to 5.5 V, as shown in the test setup

of Figure 7-15. The ac component shall not exceed the requirements of

7.4.2.3.

The receiver shall be so designed that the magnitude of the current from

the common-mode voltage source used in the test shall not exceed 1 mA.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.14.07

Test Case Name : IDL detection, DO circuit.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.3.1.1, 14.3.1.2.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.3/8

History :

Test Purpose : To verify AUI DO receiver IDL detection.

Note : A MAU that passes test case 1411.14.03 is considered conformant.

Test Setup : Test setup D, using Load 1 of Figure 14-11.

Test Procedure : Apply test signal 23a to the DO circuit of the MAU. Monitor the TD

circuit. Verify that the idle signal matches the template of Figure 14-10.

Repeat the test using test signal 23b.

Conformance : The IDL condition shall be detected within 1.6 bit times at the receiving

device.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.14.08

Test Case Name : Requirements after idle, DO circuit.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.2.5, 14.2.1.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.3/9

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that the AUI DO receiver stabilizes within 2 BT.

Note : From an external perspective it is difficult to separate the internal effects

of the AUI receive circuit (DO) and those of the MAU TD circuit, thus

if test cases 1411.01.02 and 1411.01.03 pass, then the DO receiver is as-

sumed to be in conformance.

Test Setup : Test setup B.

Test Procedure : Perform tests 1411.01.02 and 1411.01.03.

Conformance : The conformance statements of 1411.01.02 and 1411.01.03 shall apply

in addition to the following: When the receiver becomes nonidle after a

period of idle on the interface circuit, the characteristics of the signal at

the output of the receiver shall stabilize within the startup delay allowed

for the device incorporating the receiver so that it is not prevented from

meeting the jitter specifications established for that device.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.14.09

Test Case Name : DO circuit fault tolerance.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.4.2.6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.3/10, 14.10.4.6.3/11

History :

Test Purpose : To verify receiver fault tolerance.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup X.

Test Procedure : Monitor the current output of the switch A lead and switch B lead. Dis-

connect the TPG from the DO circuit of the MAU under test. Connect the

switch A and switch B leads to the DO-A and DO-B inputs of the MAU

under test. Apply the various fault conditions (see table below), in turn,

for 10 s each and observe that when all fault conditions are removed, the

circuit operates normally by performing tests 1411.14.01 through

1411.14.08, inclusive. Verify that the input current on either terminal of

the differential input under any fault condition is less than or equal to

3 mA.

Switch settings

Fault condition Lead A Lead B

1 1 1

2 4 3

3 3 4

4 4 4

5 2 3

6 3 2

7 2 2

8 3 3
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Conformance : Any single receiver in the interface shall tolerate the application of each

of the faults specified by the switch settings in Figure 7-16 indefinitely,

and, after the fault condition is removed, the operation of the receiver

according to the specifications of 7.4.2.1 through 7.4.2.6 shall not be

impaired.

In addition, the magnitude of the current into either input of the receiver

under any of the fault conditions specified shall not exceed 3 mA.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.15 Test group 1411.15 — power consumption

Test Group ID : 1411.15

Test Group Name : Power consumption.

Test Group Purpose : To ensure that the power consumption is not excessive.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.15.01

Test Case Name : Power surge limitation and duration.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 14.3.2.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.4/1, 14.10.4.6.4/2

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the power-on surge current characteristics.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup A.

Test Procedure : Monitor the current in the VP circuit of the MAU. Measure the peak

surge current, Ip, and the duration, Tw, during which the current exceeds

the larger of 0.5 A or 0.5 × Ip.

Conformance : Following power-on, the surge current drawn by the MAU shall be such

that Ip × Tw is less than or equal to 2 × 10–3 A·s, where Ip is the peak surge

current and Tw is the time during which the current exceeds the larger of

0.5 A or 0.5 × Ip.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.15.02

Test Case Name : Steady-state current.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 14.3.2.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.4/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the steady-state current characteristics.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup A.

Test Procedure : Monitor the current in the VP circuit of the MAU. Measure the current

drawn by the MAU 100 ms following the application of power. Continue

monitoring the VP current while applying test signal 5 to the DO circuit

of the MAU.

Conformance : After 100 ms following power-on, the current drawn by the MAU shall

not exceed 0.5 A when powered by the AUI.

_________________________________________________________________________________
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Test Case ID : 1411.15.03

Test Case Name : Voltage source range and current limited supplies.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 14.3.2.3, 7.5.2.5

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.4/4, 14.10.4.6.4/5

History :

Test Purpose : To verify proper operation with current limited sources.

Note :

Test Setup : As specified in the individual test cases.

Test Procedure : Set the current limit control on the power supply to limit at 500 mA. Per-

form test cases 1411.01.01 through 1411.01.06, 1411.02.01 through

1411.02.05, 1411.13.01 through 1411.13.05, and 1411.14.01 through

1411.14.06.

Conformance : The following conformance statements apply:

(1) The MAU shall be capable of operating from all possible

voltage sources, including those current limited to 0.5 A, as

supplied by the DTE or repeater through the resistance of all

permissible AUI cables.

(2) The Voltage Plus (VP) circuit is an optional circuit that may be

sourced from the DTE. If this circuit is sourced from the DTE,

it shall be capable of operating at one fixed level between +12

Vdc –6% and +15 Vdc +5% with respect to circuit VC for all

current from 0 mA to 500 mA.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.15.04

Test Case Name : Power cycle and low VP circuit behavior.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 14.3.2.3, 7.5.2.5

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.4/6, 14.10.4.6.4/7

History :

Test Purpose : To verify proper operation with low voltage sources and power cycling.

Note : Extraneous signal on the TD circuit is defined to be greater than ±50 mV;

extraneous signal on the CI and DI circuits is defined to be greater than

±40 mV.

Test Setup : Test setup A.

Test Procedure : Monitor the TD circuit, CI circuit, and DI circuit of the MAU.

(1) Turn the power to MAU off and on several times. Verify that no

extraneous signals appear on the TD, CI, or DI circuits.

(2) Apply power to the MAU, then adjust the voltage on circuit VP

from +15.75 V down to 0.25 V in 0.5 V steps at a rate of change

of 1 step per second. Adjust the voltage from 0.25 V to +15.75

V in 0.5 V steps at a rate of change of 1 step per second. At each

step ensure that no extraneous signals are introduced on the TD

circuit.

Conformance : The following conformance statements apply:

(1) The MAU shall not introduce extraneous signals on the TD, CI,

or DI circuits during normal power-up and power-down.

(2) MAU designers are cautioned that protection means employed

by power sources may cause the voltage at signal VP to drop be-

low the minimum operational voltage specified without going

completely to zero volts when loads drawing in excess of the
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current supplied are applied between VP and VC. Adequate

provisions shall be made to ensure that such a condition does

not cause the MAU to disrupt the medium.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.16 Test group 1411.16 —circuit termination

Test Group ID : 1411.16

Test Group Name : Circuit termination.

Test Group Purpose : To ensure that the circuit terminations have the proper impedance and

coupling to circuit VC.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.16.01

Test Case Name : Impedance and coupling to circuit VC.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.5.2.8

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.5/2, 14.10.4.6.5/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that the circuit shield pins are capacitively coupled to VC with

an impedance magnitude of < 5 Ω.

Note :

Test Setup : Test setup Y, with the network analyzer connected as in the test

procedure.

Test Procedure : Using the network analyzer, measure the impedance between pins 1, 4,

11, and 14 and pin VC at a frequency of 5 MHz. Verify that the magni-

tude of the impedance is less than 5 Ω and the phase angle is –90    ° ± 20°.
Conformance : Individual pin terminations shall meet the following requirements:

(1) Pins 1, 4, 11, 14 connected to logic ground in the DTE.

(2) Pins 1, 4, 11, 14 capacitively coupled to VC in MAU.

(3) Impedance to ground < 5 Ω at lowest operational BR/2 in the

MAU and at highest BR in the DTE.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.16.02

Test Case Name : Common-mode termination.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.5.2.6

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.5/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify that all common-mode terminations are made with respect to

circuit VC.

Note : This test case is considered untestable. Due to the different possible
methods of termination, it is not practical to measure or test. Even
though testing for compliance is not practical, conformance to the
standard, by design, is the responsibility of the manufacturer with
compliance status to be noted in the PICS.

Test Setup :

Test Procedure :

Conformance : Also, all common-mode terminators for AUI circuits shall be made to

circuit VC.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.1.17 Test group 1411.17 — safety requirements

Test Group ID : 1411.17

Test Group Name : Safety requirements.

Test Group Purpose : To verify general safety.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.17.01

Test Case Name : Safety Grounding Path.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 14.7.2.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.15/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify presence of a safety grounding path.

Note : The details of this test procedure are beyond the scope of this standard.
See the PIXIT or applicable standard(s) for further information.

Test Setup :

Test Procedure :

Conformance : Any safety grounding path for the MAU shall be provided through the

circuit PG of the AUI connection.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.17.02

Test Case Name : General Safety.

Status : MANDATORY.

Standard Reference : 14.7.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.15/3

History :

Test Purpose : To verify conformance to IEC 60950.

Note : The details of this test procedure are beyond the scope of this standard.
See the PIXIT or applicable standard(s) for further information.

Test Setup :

Test Procedure :

Conformance : All equipment meeting this standard shall conform to IEC 60950.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.17.03

Test Case Name : Application of telephony voltages.

Status : MANDATORY.

Standard Reference : 14.7.2.4

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.15/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify no safety hazard exists when telephony voltages are applied.

Note : The details of this test procedure are beyond the scope of this standard.
See the PIXIT or applicable standard(s) for further information.

Test Setup :

Test Procedure :

Conformance : Although 10BASE-T equipment is not required to survive such wiring

hazards without damage, application of any of the above voltages shall

not result in any safety hazard.

_________________________________________________________________________________
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6.2.2 Basic interconnection test group

6.2.2.1 Test group 1411.18 — mechanical characteristics, MDI

Test Group ID : 1411.18

Test Group Name : Mechanical characteristics, MDI.

Test Group Purpose : To ensure that the proper MDI connector is installed.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.18.01

Test Case Name : MDI connector.

Status : MANDATORY.

Standard Reference : 14.5.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.14/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the MDI connector configuration and dimensions.

Note :

Test Setup : None.

Test Procedure : Visually check the connector type and gender. Verify that the connector

is an eight-pin jack as per IEC 60603-7.

Conformance : Eight-pin connectors meeting the requirements of Section 3 and Figure 1

through Figure 5 of IEC 60603-7 shall be used as the mechanical inter-

face to the twisted-pair segment. The plug connector shall be used on the

twisted-pair link segment and the jack on the MAU.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.18.02

Test Case Name : MDI connector contact assignment.

Status : MANDATORY.

Standard Reference : 14.5.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.14/2-6

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the MDI connector contact assignment.

Note :

Test Setup : None.

Test Procedure : Check that the MDI connector has the pin assignment shown in the table

below.

Conformance : The following table shows the assignment of signals to connector

contacts.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.18.03

Test Case Name : Crossover function indication.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the crossover function is implemented).

Standard Reference : 14.5.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.14/7

History :

Test Purpose : To verify proper connector marking when the crossover function is

implemented.

Contact MDI signal

1 TD+

2 TD–

3 RD+

6 RD–
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Note :

Test Setup : None.

Test Procedure : Visually check the connector for the presence of a “ X ” .

Conformance : Additionally, the MDI connector for a MAU that implements the cross-

over function shall be marked with a graphical symbol “ X ” .

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.18.04

Test Case Name : MDI-X connector contact assignment.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the crossover function is implemented).

Standard Reference : 14.5.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.5.14/8-11

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the MDI connector contact assignment when the crossover

function is implemented.

Note :

Test Setup : None.

Test Procedure : Check that the MDI connector has the pin assignment shown in the table

below.

Conformance : The following table shows the assignment of signals to connector

contacts.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.2.2.2 Test group 1411.19 — mechanical characteristics, AUI

Test Group ID : 1411.19

Test Group Name : Mechanical characteristics, AUI.

Test Group Purpose : To ensure that the proper AUI connector is installed.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.19.01

Test Case Name : AUI connector physical dimensions.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.6.1, 7.6.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.6/1

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the AUI connector configuration and dimensions.

Note :

Test Setup : None.

Test Procedure : Visually check the connector gender. Measure the dimensions against

IEC 60807-2.

Conformance : A 15-pole male connector having the mechanical mateability dimensions

as specified in IEC 60807-2 shall be used for the line interface connector.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.19.02

Test Case Name : AUI connector locking posts and mounting.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

Contact MDI signal

1 TD+

2 TD–

3 RD+

6 RD–
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for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.6.1

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.6/5

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the existence and dimensions of the AUI connector locking

mechanism.

Note :

Test Setup : None.

Test Procedure : Visually check the connector for the presence of locking posts. Measure

the locking post dimensions against Figure 7-18. Verify the connector

mounting against Figure 7-20.

Conformance : All female connectors shall have the slide latch, and all male connectors

shall have the locking posts (as defined in Figures 7-18, 7-19, and 7-20)

as the retention system.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.19.03

Test Case Name : AUI connector pin occupancy.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.6.3

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.6/6-21

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the existence of the AUI connector pins for the AUI circuits.

Note :

Test Setup : None.

Test Procedure : Visually check the AUI connector on the MAU for the presence of con-

nector pins at positions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14.

Conformance : All pins are present for circuits and shields as defined by the PICS.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Test Case ID : 1411.19.04

Test Case Name : AUI connector shield life.

Status : CONDITIONAL (Only tested if the AUI is implemented and available

for testing).

Standard Reference : 7.6.2

PICS Reference : 14.10.4.6.6/2, 14.10.4.6.6/4

History :

Test Purpose : To verify the AUI connector shield life.

Note : Since this test may be destructive, it is recommended that it be performed

last.

Test Setup : None.

Test Procedure : Using a female AUI connector, mate and unmate to the AUI connector

on the MAU for a minimum of 500 cycles. Measure the resistance be-

tween the male front shell and the female connector shell.

Conformance : The resistance of the cable shield to equipment chassis shall not exceed

5 mΩ, after a minimum of 500 cycles of mating and unmating.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.3 Test setups, signals, and adapters description

This subclause describes the test setups, test signals, adapters, and instruments used in the abstract test suite.
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6.3.1  Test signal definitions

Unless otherwise stated, all AUI–DO signals shall have a 56-bit preamble as defined in 4.2.5 of ISO/IEC

8802-3 and Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) preceding the test pattern and a start of idle (SOI) following the test

pattern with nominal AUI amplitude (1V peak) and edge transition times (0.2 V/ns) into a 78 Ω resistive

load. In addition, unless otherwise stated, all MAU–RD signals are defined across a 100 Ω resistive load

when driven from a 100 Ω source impedance, have a peak amplitude of 585 mV, and a tolerance on pulse

widths of ±1 ns. A cross-reference table listing test signals and test cases is shown in A1.2.

Signal number Signal description

1 An AUI–DO signal consisting of a single frame of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data.

2a An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 375 mV.

2b An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 565 mV.

2c An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 750 mV.

2d An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 940 mV.

2e An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 1130 mV.

2f An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 1315 mV.

3a A continuous 5 MHz square wave with a peak amplitude of 375 mV.

3b A continuous 10 MHz square wave with a peak amplitude of 375 mV.

4 An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 1518 bytes of alter-

nating 1s and 0s with a 9.6 µs inter-packet gap.

5 An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating sequences of preamble and

SFD followed by Manchester-encoded 1s lasting for 19 ms, followed by a

9.6 µs gap.

6 An AUI–DO signal consisting of a single frame of 1518 bytes of pseudo-

random data with a minimum pattern length of 511 bits. Amplitude of 318

mV and maximum edge transition times.

7a A MAU–RD signal consisting of five pairs of sequences of six alternating

polarity pulses with a peak amplitude of 585 mV, when measured at the

MDI, with a rising edge described by 585 mV * sin(2π * t/PW), and a fall-

ing edge described by 585 mV * sin(2π(t – PW/2)/PW), where PW is

either 73 ns or 127 ns. The first sequence has a pulse width of 73 ns on the

positive polarity and 127 ns on the negative polarity. The second sequence

has a pulse width of 127 ns on the positive polarity and 73 ns on the nega-

tive polarity. These five pairs of sequences are followed by a continuous

series of a repeating pair of sequences of six alternating polarity one-half

cycle sine-wave pulses with a peak amplitude of 585 mV when measured

at the MDI. The first sequence has a pulse width of 23 ns (+1,–0 ns) on the

positive polarity and 77 ns on the negative polarity. The second sequence
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has a pulse width of 77 ns on the positive polarity and 23 ns (+1, –0 ns) on

the negative polarity. (See Figure 6-3. Also see Figure 14-16 of ISO/IEC

8802-3). [NOTE —This signal is equivalent to 60 cycles of a maximally

jittered 5 MHz signal (30 cycles of maximum jitter in each direction) fol-

lowed by a maximally jittered 10 MHz signal, all at minimum amplitude.]

7b A MAU–RD signal consisting of five pairs of sequences of six alternating

polarity pulses with a peak amplitude of 585 mV, when measured at the

MDI, with a rising edge described by 585 mV * sin(2π * t/PW), and a fall-

ing edge described by 585 mV * sin(2π(t – PW/2)/PW), where PW is

either 73 ns or 127 ns. The first sequence has a pulse width of 127 ns on

the positive polarity and 73 ns on the negative polarity. The second

sequence has a pulse width of 73 ns on the positive polarity and 127 ns on

the negative polarity. These five pairs of sequences are followed by a con-

tinuous series of a repeating pair of sequences of six alternating polarity

one-half cycle sine-wave pulses with a peak amplitude of 585 mV when

measured at the MDI. The first sequence has a pulse width of 77 ns on the

positive polarity and 23 ns (+1, –0 ns) on the negative polarity. The second

sequence has a pulse width of 23 ns (+1, –0 ns) on the positive polarity

and 77 ns on the negative polarity. (See Figure 6-3. Also see Figure 14-16

of ISO/IEC 8802-3). [NOTE —This signal is equivalent to 60 cycles of a

maximally jittered 5 MHz signal (30 cycles of maximum jitter in each

direction) followed by a maximally jittered 10 MHz signal, all at mini-

mum amplitude.]

8a A MAU–RD signal consisting of a repeating pair of sequences of five

alternating polarity trapezoidal pulses with a peak amplitude of 3.1 V,

when measured at the MDI, and a rise and fall slope of 0.5 V/ns. The first

sequence has a pulse width of 23 ns (+1, –0 ns) on the positive polarity

and 77 ns on the negative polarity. The second sequence has a pulse width

of 77 ns on the positive polarity and 23 ns (+1, –0 ns) on the negative

polarity. (See Figure 6-4. Also see Figure 14-16 of ISO/IEC 8802-3).

8b A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous series of repeating pair of

sequences of five alternating polarity trapezoidal pulses with a peak

amplitude of 3.1 V, when measured at the MDI, and a rise and fall slope of

0.5 V/ns. The first sequence has a pulse width of 77 ns on the positive

polarity and 23 ns (+1, –0 ns) on the negative polarity. The second

sequence has a pulse width of 23 ns (+1, –0 ns) on the positive polarity

and 77 ns on the negative polarity. (See Figure 6-4. Also see Figure 14-16

of ISO/IEC 8802-3).

9 A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 10 MHz sine wave with a

peak amplitude of 585 mV when measured at the MDI.

10 A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous series of a repeating pair of

sequences of five alternating polarity trapezoidal pulses with a peak

amplitude of 3.1 V, when measured at the MDI, and a rise and fall slope of

0.5 V/ns. The first sequence has a pulse width of 127 ns on the positive

polarity and 73 ns on the negative polarity. The second sequence has a

pulse width of 73 ns on the positive polarity and 127 ns on the negative

polarity. (See Figure 6-5. Also see Figure 14-17 of ISO/IEC 8802-3).

11a A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 1 MHz sine wave with a

peak amplitude of 299 mV when measured across a 121 Ω resistive load.

11b A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 5 MHz sine wave with a

peak amplitude of 299 mV when measured across a 121 Ω resistive load.

11c A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 10 MHz sine wave with a

peak amplitude of 312 mV when measured across a 121 Ω resistive load.

11d A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 15 MHz sine wave with a

peak amplitude of 423 mV when measured across a 121 Ω resistive load.
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11e A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 20 MHz sine wave with a

peak amplitude of 769 mV when measured across a 121 Ω resistive load.

11f A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 25 MHz sine wave with a

peak amplitude of 1.416 V when measured across a 121 Ω resistive load.

11g A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 30 MHz sine wave with a

peak amplitude of 2.411 V when measured across a 121 Ω resistive load.

12a A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 0.5 MHz sine wave with a

peak-to-peak amplitude of 6.1 V.

12b A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 1 MHz sine wave with a

peak-to-peak amplitude of 6.1 V.

12c A MAU–RD signal consisting of a continuous 1.9 MHz sine wave with a

peak-to-peak amplitude of 6.1 V.

13a A MAU–RD signal consisting of a single cycle 2 MHz sine wave with a

peak-to-peak amplitude of 6.1 V preceded and followed by 4 BT of

silence.

13b A MAU–RD signal consisting of a single cycle 5 MHz sine wave with a

peak-to-peak amplitude of 6.1 V preceded and followed by 4 BT of

silence.

13c A MAU–RD signal consisting of a single cycle 10 MHz sine wave with a

peak-to-peak amplitude of 6.1 V preceded and followed by 4 BT of

silence.

13d A MAU–RD signal consisting of a single cycle 15 MHz sine wave with a

peak-to-peak amplitude of 6.1 V preceded and followed by 4 BT of

silence.

14 A MAU–RD signal consisting of a single packet of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data, with only 2.3 BT of SOI following the data, followed by a

continuous 10 MHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 312 mV starting

at a phase angle of 180 degrees (i.e., test signal 11c starting in the negative

going direction) (see Figure 6-6).

15 A MAU–RD signal consisting of a single frame of 512 bits of pseudo-ran-

dom data. Amplitude of 585 mV peak and maximum edge transition

times.

16 A MAU–RD signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data. Amplitude of 585 mV peak,  maximum edge transition times

and an inter-packet gap of 9.6 µs.

17 A 25 V peak-to-peak squarewave with maximum frequency of 500 kHz

and with edges no slower than 4 ns (20–80%).

18 An AUI–DO signal consisting of a single packet of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data, repeating every 1 ms for a total signal duration of 151 ms.

19a An AUI–DO signal consisting of a single frame of 512 bits of Manchester-

encoded 1s.

19b An AUI–DO signal consisting of a single frame of 512 bits of Manchester-

encoded alternating 1s and 0s.

20 An AUI–DO signal consisting of a single frame of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data. Amplitude of 159 mV peak and maximum edge transition

times.

21a A continuous 30 Hz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 3.0 V.

21b A continuous 20 kHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 3.0 V.

21c A continuous 40 kHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 3.0 V.

21d A continuous 500 kHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV.

21e A continuous 1 MHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV.

21f A continuous 5 MHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV.

21g A continuous 10 MHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV.
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22a A continuous 30 Hz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 3.0 Vac and a dc

offset of 2.5 V.

22b A continuous 20 kHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 3.0 Vac and a dc

offset of 2.5 V.

22c A continuous 40 kHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 3.0 Vac and a dc

offset of 2.5 V.

22d A continuous 30 Hz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 3.0 Vac and a dc

offset of –2.5 V.

22e A continuous 20 kHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 3.0 Vac and a dc

offset of –2.5 V.

22f A continuous 40 kHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 3.0 Vac and a dc

offset of –2.5 V.

22g A continuous 500 kHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mVac and

a dc offset of 5.3 V.

22h A continuous 1 MHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV ac and a

dc offset of 5.3 V.

22i A continuous 5 MHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV ac and a

dc offset of 5.3 V.

22j A continuous 10 MHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV ac and

a dc offset of 5.3 V.

22k A continuous 500 kHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV ac and

a dc offset of –5.3 V.

22l A continuous 1 MHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV ac and a

dc offset of –5.3 V.

22m A continuous 5 MHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV ac and a

dc offset of –5.3 V.

22n A continuous 10 MHz sine wave with a peak amplitude of 200 mV ac and

a dc offset of –5.3 V.

23a An AUI–DO signal consisting of a single frame of 512 bits of Manchester-

encoded 1s, with the signal remaining HI for 1.6 BT after the last low-to-

high transition (see Figure 6-7). Amplitude of 375 mV peak.

23b An AUI–DO signal consisting of a single frame of 512 bits of Manchester-

encoded 1s, with the signal remaining HI for 1.6 BT after the last low-to-

high transition (see Figure 6-7). Amplitude of 1170 mV peak.

24a An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 585 mV.

24b An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 1.0 V.

24c An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 1.5 V.

24d An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 2.0 V.

24e An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 2.5 V.

24f An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 512 bits of pseudo-

random data separated by a 4.7 µs inter-packet gap with a peak amplitude

of 3.1 V.

25 An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating frames of 48 bits of data and

an inter-packet gap of 50 µs.
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26 An AUI–DO signal consisting of repeating sequences of preamble and

SFD followed by Manchester-encoded 1s lasting 7.5 ms, followed by a

9.6 µs gap.

This pattern repeats 5 times

...

...
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Figure 6-3 — Typical test signal 7 waveform
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Figure 6-4 — Typical test signal 8 waveform
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Figure 6-5 — Typical test signal 10 waveform
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Figure 6-6 —Typical test signal 14 waveform
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Figure 6-7 — Typical test signal 23 waveform
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6.3.2 Common test setups

 

Common test setup configurations are referenced in the test cases for the MAU. These are described, in gen-

eral terms, in Figure 6-8 through Figure 6-38. All error terms shall be eliminated or accounted for in the

accuracy of the measurement. All load resistors are ±1% unless otherwise noted. In test setups E, F, J, V, AA,

BB, and EE, the balance of the test equipment (including matching resistors, if any) should exceed that

required of the transmitter or receiver (depending on the test). A cross-reference table listing test setup iden-

tifiers and test cases is shown in A1.3.
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Figure 6-8 — Test setup A
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Figure 6-9 — Test setup B
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Figure 6-11 — Test setup D
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Figure 6-13 — Test setup F
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Figure 6-14 — Test setup G
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Figure 6-16 —Test setup I
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Figure 6-18 — Test setup K
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Figure 6-20 — Test setup M
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Figure 6-22 — Test setup O
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Figure 6-24 — Test setup Q
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Figure 6-26 —Test setup S
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Figure 6-28 — Test setup U
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Figure 6-30 — Test setup W
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Figure 6-31 — Test setup X
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Figure 6-32 — Test setup Y
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Figure 6-34 — Test setup AA
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Figure 6-36 —Test setup CC
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Figure 6-38 — Test setup EE
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6.3.3 Special test adapters

The test adapters are devices that provide an interface between the test equipment and the MAU under test.

The use of these adapters is not mandatory. They are intended to facilitate test implementation. Their exact

configuration is dependent on the selected test equipment/instrumentation, the sensitivity of the

measurement, cable characteristics, and test method. The contribution of impedance mismatch of adapters

and terminations shall be taken into account.

6.3.3.1 Test loads

These are resistive/inductive terminations in accordance with Standard Reference 14.3.1.2.1 (Figure 14-11)

and 7.4.1.1 in ISO/IEC 8802-3.

6.3.3.2 Twisted-pair model (TPM)

This test adapter models the distortion introduced by a link segment. This twisted-pair model shall be con-

structed in accordance with Standard Reference 14.3.1.2 (Figure 14-7) ISO/IEC 8802-3.

6.3.3.3 The 100 Ω to 50 Ω balun impedance adapter (BAL 1)

This adapter allows a differential signal pair to be properly terminated and matched to a 50 Ω unbalanced

impedance. The adapter allows signals on the MAU RD or TD circuits to be monitored or driven by instru-

ments with a 50 Ω impedance. An implementation of the balun may, for example, contain a transformer.

6.3.3.4 The 100 Ω to 100 Ω TPM balun (BAL 2)

This adapter allows the balanced output of the MAU to be matched to the single-ended TPM. If the MAU

under test has an output transformer embedded internal to the MAU and directly connected to the MDI, then

this balun is not required as the embedded transformer will function as the balun.

6.3.3.5 The 78 Ω to 50 Ω AUI balun (BAL 3)

This adapter allows the balanced MAU DO circuit to be matched to the unbalanced output of the test pattern

generator.

6.3.3.6 The 78 Ω to 100 Ω balun (BAL 4)

This adapter allows the unbalanced output of the test pattern generator to be matched to the balanced MAU

RD circuit.

6.3.3.7 The 78 Ω balanced-to-balanced 1:1 center-tapped transformer

This transformer allows the application of a common-mode signal to the DO circuit of the MAU.

6.3.3.8 Tester MAU 1

This tester MAU is a conforming MAU.

6.3.3.9 Tester MAU 2

This tester MAU is a conforming MAU with the generation of link test pulses disabled.
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6.3.3.10 The 30 Hz to 40 kHz filter (FIL1)

This adapter is used in measuring the ac common-mode output voltage. It is a bandpass Butterworth filter

with insertion loss ≤0.5 dB at 20 kHz and input impedance ≥ 1 MΩ . The low-pass section shall have Butter-

worth characteristics consisting of at least 3 poles with a 3 dB cutoff frequency of 40 kHz ± 5%. The high-

pass section shall have Butterworth characteristics consisting of at least 3 poles with a 3 dB cutoff frequency

of 30 Hz ± 5%.

6.3.3.11 The 40 kHz to BR filter (FIL2)

This adapter is used in measuring the ac common-mode output voltage. It is a bandpass Butterworth filter

with insertion loss ≤0.5 dB at 20 kHz and input impedance ≥ 1 MΩ. The low-pass section shall have Butter-

worth characteristics consisting of at least 3 poles with a 3 dB cutoff frequency of 10 MHz ± 5%. The high-

pass section shall have Butterworth characteristics consisting of at least 3 poles with a 3 dB cutoff frequency

of 40 kHz ± 5%.

6.3.4 Test equipment capabilities

a) All test equipment calibration shall be maintained to the manufacturer s specification.

b) To satisfy the requirements of MAU testing as specified in  6.2, the required functionality of the test

instruments is given below.

c) The use of instruments with equivalent functionality is permitted.

d) The functionality given below is necessary but not sufficient information. The reader should take

into account the selected test setup for complete information.

6.3.4.1 Power supply

Voltage : 0 V to 20 Vdc

Current : 2 A

Load Regulation : < 0.01%

Line Stability : < 0.01%

Ripple and Noise : < 1 mV

Output Impedance (dc) : < 5 mΩ
Temp Coeff (0-45° C ) : < 0.01%/ °C

Protection ac side : Fused

Protection dc side : Short circuit and overload

6.3.4.2 Test pattern generator (TPG)

Signaling Rate : 10 Mb/s nominal

Output : Balanced pair as per 7.4.1 of ISO/IEC 8802-3

Output Impedance : 78 Ω nominal as per 7.4.1 of ISO/IEC 8802-3

Output Jitter : <  ±0.5 ns to the MAU under test

Output Amplitude : Adjustable, ±1.4 V peak

Output Edge Rate : 5 ns/V

Data Format : Manchester-encoded serial data.

Signaling : Continuous stream or variable length packets with preamble, SFD, n bits

of data (pseudo-random, all 1s, alternating 1s and 0s) and start of idle

Repetition rate : Adjustable, single shot to continuous

NOTE —Media Access Controller (MAC)-based implementations of the TPG must not require DO to DI loopback

to function properly.
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6.3.4.3 Link test pulse generator (LTPG)

Output : Balanced pair

Output Impedance : 100 Ω nominal

Output Amplitude : Adjustable

Output Duty Cycle : Adjustable

Signaling : This is a device that is capable of generating link test pulses in accor-

dance with the transmitter waveform for link test pulses shown in Figure

14-12 of ISO/IEC 8802-3.

6.3.4.4 Arbitrary waveform generator (AWG)

Output Amplitude : ±3.1 V

Output Impedance : 50 Ω
Sample Resolution : 5 ns/sample

Record Length : 256 000 samples, minimum

6.3.4.5 Function generator (FG)

Output Amplitude : 0 V to 30 V p-p

Output Offset : ±6 V dc

Output Frequency : 1 kHz to 21 MHz

Output Impedance : 50 Ω

6.3.4.6 Spectrum analyzer

Frequency coverage : 1 MHz to 100 MHz

Reference Level Range : –70 to +20 dBm

Frequency Response : ±1.5 dB (1–100 MHz)

Input Impedance : 50 Ω

6.3.4.7 Network analyzer

Frequency Range : 1 MHz to 100 MHz

Frequency Setting : 1 Hz

Dynamic Range : 90 dB

Magnitude Accuracy : ±0.2 dB

Input Impedance : 50 Ω
Maximum Drive Level : ≥ +15 dBm

6.3.4.8 Oscilloscope

Type : Digital Real-Time Sampling or Analog Storage

Trigger : Internal and External

Number of Channels : 4

Samples/Channel : 20 000 points, min. (applies only to digitizing oscilloscopes)

Bandwidth : 200 MHz single-shot and repetitive

Timebase : 2 ns/div to 20 ms/div

Amplitude Accuracy : ±1 mV

Input Coupling : AC, DC; 50 Ω or 1 MΩ
Additional Functions : Delayed timebase, waveform math functions (A–B, A+B)
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6.3.4.9 Differential probe/amplifier (DP)

Bandwidth : DC to 100 MHz

CMRR : 500:1 at 50 MHz

Output Impedance : 50 Ω or 1 MΩ
Input Impedance : 1 MΩ

6.3.4.10 High-performance differential probe (HDP)

Bandwidth : 100 kHz to 100 MHz

CMRR : 1000:1 (60 dB) at 100 MHz

Output Impedance : 1 MΩ
Input Impedance : 1 MΩ

6.3.4.11 Current probe/amplifier (CP)

Bandwidth : DC to 50 MHz

Input Current Range : 1 mA to 10 A DC

Output Impedance : 50 Ω or 1 MΩ

6.3.4.12 DC ammeter

Current Range : 100 µA to 1 µA DC

Resolution : ≤ 2 µA
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Annex A

(informative) 

Reference information

A.1 Type 10BASE-T MAU

A.1.1 State diagram test coverage

Figure A1 through Figure A4 show the test cases used to check the different paths through the state diagrams

shown in Figure 14-3 through Figure 14-6 of ISO/IEC 8802-3. This information is provided as an aid to

understanding the state machine test procedures.

Figure A1 — MAU transmit, receive, loopback, and
collision presence functions state diagram coverage
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Figure A2—signal_quality_error message 
test function state diagram coverage
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Figure A3 — Jabber function state diagram coverage
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Figure A4 — Link integrity test function 
state diagram coverage
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A.1.2 Test signal to test ID cross reference

The following lists the test cases, by Test ID, that use each of the test signals described in 6.3.1.

Test signal Test case(s)

1 1411.01.01, 1411.01.02, 1411.01.03, 1411.01.04, 1411.01.06, 1411.01.07,

1411.02.01, 1411.02.02, 1411.02.03, 1411.02.05, 1411.03.01, 1411.03.02,

1411.03.03, 1411.03.04, 1411.04.01, 1411.04.02, 1411.04.03, 1411.04.04,

1411.05.01, 1411.05.02, 1411.05.03, 1411.05.04, 1411.07.02, 1411.07.04,

1411.07.05, 1411.07.06, 1411.08.01, 1411.08.04, 1411.10.02, 1411.10.04,

1411.10.05, 1411.10.06, 1411.10.09, 1411.10.10, 1411.11.07, 1411.11.08,

1411.13.01, 1411.13.02, 1411.13.03, 1411.13.04, 1411.13.05

2a 1411.01.05, 1411.08.04

2b–f 1411.01.05

3a 1411.06.01, 1411.06.02, 1411.08.01, 1411.08.03, 1411.13.07

3b 1411.06.01, 1411.06.02, 1411.12.02, 1411.12.03

4 1411.07.01, 1411.10.01, 1411.13.03, 1411.13.07

5 1411.07.06, 1411.08.03, 1411.10.03, 1411.10.14, 1411.15.02

6 1411.10.12, 1411.10.13, 1411.14.05, 1411.14.06

7a, b 1411.11.03

8a, b 1411.11.03

9 1411.11.03

10 1411.11.03

11a–g 1411.11.04

12a–c 1411.11.04

13a–d 1411.11.04

14 1411.11.02

15 1411.11.06

16 1411.11.08

17 1411.11.06

18 1411.08.04

19a 1411.04.05, 1411.04.06, 1411.15.05

19b 1411.04.05, 1411.04.06

20 1411.14.02

21a–g 1411.14.05

22a–n 1411.14.06

23a, b 1411.14.03, 1411.14.07

24a–f 1411.02.04

25 1411.13.03

26 1411.06.03
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A.1.3 Test setup to test ID cross reference

The following lists the test cases, by test ID, that use each of the test setups described in 6.3.2.

Test setup Test case(s)

A 1411.10.04, 1411.10.05, 1411.10.12, 1411.10.15, 1411.14.08, 1411.15.01,

1411.15.02, 1411.15.03, 1411.15.04

B 1411.01.01, 1411.01.02, 1411.01.03, 1411.01.04, 1411.01.05, 1411.01.06,

1411.01.07, 1411.03.01, 1411.03.02, 1411.03.03, 1411.03.04, 1411.05.01,

1411.05.02, 1411.05.03, 1411.06.03, 1411.07.01, 1411.07.02, 1411.07.04,

1411.08.04, 1411.10.02, 1411.10.13, 1411.11.07, 1411.14.02

C 1411.06.01, 1411.06.02, 1411.08.03, 1411.12.02, 1411.12.03

D 1411.10.06, 1411.14.03, 1411.14.07

E 1411.10.08, 1411.10.10

F 1411.10.09

G 1411.10.11

H 1411.02.04, 1411.11.08

I 1411.11.05

J 1411.11.06

K 1411.11.02, 1411.11.03, 1411.11.04

L 1411.02.01, 1411.02.02, 1411.02.03, 1411.02.05

M 1411.04.01, 1411.04.05, 1411.04.06, 1411.08.04

N 1411.05.04, 1411.07.05, 1411.07.06, 1411.08.01, 1411.08.04

O 1411.04.02, 1411.04.03, 1411.04.04

P 1411.08.01

Q 1411.10.07

R 1411.10.01

S 1411.11.01

T 1411.10.03

U 1411.13.01, 1411.13.02

V 1411.13.05

W 1411.13.04

X 1411.13.06, 1411.13.07, 1411.14.09

Y 1411.14.04, 1411.16.01

Z 1411.14.05, 1411.14.06

AA 1411.10.14

BB 1411.11.09

CC 1411.09.01

DD 1411.09.02

EE 1411.13.03
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